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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION TO THE SURVEY 

OF CHILDREN'S SERVICES 

WORKERS 

2 
This study was initiated by the desire to do a piece of research 
which would not only be a useful experience for us as social work 
graduate students, but also would be meeting the needs of an ,agency 
in the local community. In explor~ng the opportunities available to 
us, we found that the three of us were all employed by the Louise 
Home for Girls in Portland. In addition we each had a concern for 
the quality of treatment being provided by the Home. Therefore, we 
approached the administration of the Louise Home to see if they 
would be interested in our do~ng a research project involving the 
agency. 
In discussion with administrative personnel, we found them to be 
primarily concerned with quality of treatment as it relates to the 
effect it is having upon the community it serves. It was decided that 
an explorative study of referral sources of the Louise Home, with 
regard to their attitudes towards various areas of the treatment pro­
gram, would be useful. The study would yield valuable information in 
the follo~ng three areas: 1) attitudes of Children's Services Division 
workers towards theL~uise Home, 2) the extent of caseworkers' knowl~dge 
about the p~ogram, 3) and information that Louise Home could use in 
evaluat~ng their program. 
We hoped that through this study we would be able to attain two 
primary goals: First, that communication betWeen the Louise Home and 
its primary sources of referral would be facilitated through the 
administration of our questionnaire. Our second goal was to provide 
Louise Home with feedback from their referral sources about the treat­
ment program. This feedback mdght also reveal how attitudestovards the 
program and utilization of,the facility were related. 
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In the early parts ofplann~ng the'study it became evident that one 
of the first tasks was to determine who would be the individuals 
surveyed. We learned that the Louise Rome has not always been serving 
the community in its present capacity. 'It was first a home for unwed 
mothers and has, gone through ~ gradual evolution to its present 
function as a residential treatment center for delinquent and emotion­
ally disturbed boys and girls. The boys' p~ogram was added in May 
1973. Since it is a separatep~ogram and was only recently added to 
the services the Louise Rome offers, we did not include it in our study. 
As the Louise Rome has gone through this developmental process, 
it has also gone through a change with respect to the primary pur­
. ' , 
Chaser of its services. It has become increasingly dependent on state 
funds and contributions from the United Good N~ighbors for its financial 
support. Children's.ServicesDivision (e.S.D.), a state .agency for 
child.welfare, has~become the primary source of referral o~ girls to 
the Louise Rome p~ogram. In utilizing the Louise Rome services, e.S.D. 
purchases care for each girl on a dally basis at a fixed rate. There­
fore, the attitudes ,of e.S.D. workers who can refe~ girls ,to the Louise 
Home are important from the standpoints of program evaluation and 
financial security. Their attitudes ~ay effect the number o~ girls 
they refer to the Louise Rome. We thus decided that our study should 
focus upon those e.S.D. workers who can refer girls to the Louise Home. 
Hence we approached the Louise Rome ,administration with our plans to 
survey e.S.D. caseworkers' attitudes' about the Louise Rome. Theyex­
presse~ great interest and proceeded to supply ,both secretarial and 
financial assistance. 
Dur~ngour initial ,work we made some assumptions.about the out­
come of our study. From the admissions tally sheet'provided by the' 
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,agency, ·.we,noticed' that some, counties' had .very few', referrals in rela­
tion to the'size'"of the county, population. 'We assumed' that these 
counties ~ght have rather str~ng opinions about the'LouiseHome 
p~ogram., A second assumption was that the distance of the,county 
,agency from the ,Louise Home mdght'have an ,effect uponbothknowl~dge 
of thep~ogram and utilization of itsservices~ TheLouiseHome 
,administration felt that county ,agencies ,nearest ,to the Louise Home 
would know less about the Louise Home's ,program and thus ~egister more 
neutral responses on the questionnaire.' 
In,addition, we th~ught that perhaps individuals whohadbeeil 
with the teferral ,agency l~nger'would have str~nger opinions than those 
,just hav~ngarrived within the past year; that the'longer one had been 
with the ,agency in a referral position the ,more knowl~dgeable and 
opinionated'that person would be~' .We. therefore speculated that those 
,counties'hav~ng less turnover of personnel would ,respond ,more str~ngly 
,to the questionnaire. 
One major.questionwhich.wewailted'the survey'to answer was 
whether or.not C.S.D.'workers felt there was a,need'for a facility' 
such as the Louise Home.' Thus ,we posed' a question about the treatment 
facilities for.adolescent girls within each county~ ~Wewere interested 
in find~ng out also if there was a general trend away from the use of 
residential treatment centers. 
Inelicit~ngattltudinal,responses' from C.S.D~ caseworkers about 
.. the.LouiseHome p~ogram,we,were unsure What p~ogram'areas.theyknew 
.of and were concerned about., In order', to deterinine the' extent of 
their knowle,dge and to cover the' entire program at the. Louise ,Home, 
wedecided.to,ask.questions on each general part ,of thep~ogram.We 
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th~ught a str~ng opinion,about a specific aspect of a part of the 
p~ogram ~ight,be missed'in a short specific questionnaire.' Thus, 
by ask~ng general questions,we could first locate basic treatment 
components which were function~ng, in their opinion, either very well 
or unsatisfactorily. We decided that further' exploration concern~ng 
specific,positive or,~egative,feel~ngs,could be Undertaken at a later 
date'by Louise Home staff. We regard this research as basically a 
~eginn~ng. The results of this work may show if further study is 
necessary, and what areas ,require more in depth examination. 
c 
CHAPTER II 
METHODOLOGY 
OF 
THE ,ATTITUDINAL SURVEY 
7 
.... 
In this chapter. the' methodol.ogy.of .our. research Will. be dis­
.cussed~ The first step' in our.methodology was to.develop a question­
naire.' We estimated.the Children's Services' Division population we 
wanted'. to survey. to be between two' hundred' and three hundred individuals. 
We.felt the caseworker' to be the key individual upon which to focus 
our survey'.. because in. all. counties. referrals were initiated by case-' 
workers. Since this was a ratherlB:rge sample for us to reach, we 
.decided the least time~consuming and most economical method to survey 
the' attitudes of theseindividuals.wouldbe.witha.questionnaire which 
could beself~administered. 
The questionnaire which.we.developed· contained twenty-~ight state­
ments cover:i:ng nearly as many aspects' of the Louise Home p~ogram. The 
statements were simple and general,.aswell as positive and ~egative. 
Underneatheach.statement was the' following five division response 
.scale:· str~ngly .agree,· .agree·, .neutral, d~~agree, str~ngly dis.agree·.· 
. The neutral response was included since it was very probable that at 
least some caseworkers would not be: familiar with every aspect of the 
Louise.Rome .p~ogram .represented in the questionnaire.', A. copy. of the 
questionnaire can be found in Appendix I. 
,The.follo~ng list shows each.topic.and the' questions included in 
the.questionnaire which correspond to each.topic: 
Topic Corresponding Question 
Administration Question 1., Question 4 
,Clerical staff .Question 2 •. 
Intake procedure Question 3.' 
Casework Question 5. 
Child care workers Question 6. 
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,Topic' 
Physical facilities 
Treatment philosophy 
'Recreation'px:ogram 
Freedomo~ girls 
Girls' visitors to Louise Home 
,Home Visits'of girls 
Residential program 
Referrals 
, ,Peer control 
Runaways 
,Nutrition 
'Pre-placement visits 
Release procedures 
After';"care ' 
Medical px:ogram 
School px:ogram 
Re~igious program 
Distance ,of ,Louise ,H.ome 
Resources in community , 
. :CorrespondirtgQuestion 
, Ques tiori 7. 
Question 8. 
Question 9., ,Question :14.' 
,Question ,10. 
,Question ,II. 
Question.12. 
, Ques tion 13.' 
Question ,15., Question '28. 
Question 16. 
,Question ·17.' 
Question '18. 
Question 19. 
Question '20.' 
Question 21. ' 
,Question 22., 
,Question 23~' 
Question 24'. 
Question ,25. 
Question 26., 'Question 21'., 
,Tbebody of the questionnaire was prefaced' by a face' sheet',of ,seven' 
,questions.' The first question was" developed, to find out hoW 'many "of the' ' 
,Children f s ' Services Division,workers fill~g, out "the' questionnaires',were, " 
actually involved in the' referral of adolescen~ girls' in" the',year 197..3'.. ' , 
The purpose, of ,question two' was, to deterinine the', population of, adoles.cent 
females that ,need', residential' treatment.', :Question ,three' was, constructed' 
to find out how many of that ,available population were referred', to 
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treatment centers.'. The. responses .. to qu~stion four indicate/what part of 
that population was ,referred' to the Louise ,Home. Question S's,answer 
reveals, how many, of those referred' to . the'. Louise, Hom.e were. accepted' by 
Louise Home. ·.Thepurpose of question six was . to find out, to' which other 
resources' for adolescent girlsbesides.the'LouiseHome, C.S.D.workers 
are 1nak~ng. referrals. Question seven'. asks the',length of time the C.S.D. 
worker' has been involved'in the referral of girls to residential treatment 
. centers. This.questionwas included.becausewewanted to know if l~ngth 
,of time as a C.S.D•.worker affected the wayan individual responded to 
questions one thr~ugh twenty-~ight. 
The second step of ourmethodo~ogy was topre~test our questionnaire• 
. Thus we administered the questionnaire.to' five Clackamas County Juvenile 
Court workers. What we learned' from the pre-test was that a.section for 
comments needed to be added to the questionnaire.' Consequently we left 
half a p,age at the' end .of the·.questionnaire. for, connnents. 
The next step in our survey'was to determinewhich,county Children's 
.SerVices Divisions ,we would, contact and whom in that, county ',would receive 
questionnaires. Byloo~ng at Louise Home admission records, we 'dis­
. ,covered that almost all thirty-six.counties in the' state of Oregon had 
referred: girls ,to the Louise Home in the last year. ,We therefore~ 
decided,to attempt to administer the questionnaireto:all.countiesin 
Ox:egon• 
The third step in themethodo~ogy was ,to contact all Children's. 

SerVices Division district directors in Ox:egon, to find.out from these' 

individuals how many C.S.D•.workers ,were involved'in the'referral 

of adolescen~ girls.to treatment centers. Children's.Services' 

Division.offers its serVices' thr~ughcounty.agencies~ 'A district 

director haS administrative ,responsibility for a Children's.Services· 
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Division. county', ,agency' or. for a combination, of .counties' in. the' same 
g~ographica1'area~ 
We wanted. to explain.our questionnaire,to the'directors and.to 
gain ,1ns,ight" from them about, the counties f. individual 'manner' of hand1~ng 
referrals•.We.a1so·wanted· t~ get' each director's. assistance in ad­
m1nisteri:ng the ,questionnaires~ Moreover,we'wailted', the' e.S.D. 
administrators.to.rea1izethat.we·had the' approval of the' Louise 
.Home in.do~gth1s,research.· 
Thua,we'. asked.Guy Hancock, ,the' director of. the', Louise' Home to 
write. a letter (see Appendix II) wbich,cou1dbe sent.toa11 C.S.D. 
district directors •. The 1etterwas,to'brief1y explain the' nature of the 
,research; and.to inform the directors that,wewou1dbeinak1:ng phone 
contact With' them'<in November~ Mr. Hancock Wrote the letter and in it 
stated that ,we:,would be mak~ng phone, contact with' the' directors in 
. November' 1973,.' The letter, explained' ,that one of, us would ,be call~ng to 
... 
find out who', in each .office, could initiate' a 'l;eferral, to:.~ouise· Home. 
We ' also,would ask if the referral must ',be, authorized ~ and if so, by 
whom.' ,The'purpose,of these questions was to find if,the' referral 
process differedam~ng thevarious,county'offices~ By' as~ng these 
questionswefound,outthe fo1low~nginformationabout.the,counties 
listed: 
.County , ,Referta1Info~t10n 
,Coos, Curry 'Caseworkers. initiate'.. referral and1l1ake direct 
. ,contact With', Louise" Home. 
Clackamas Court liaisonworker'Caroline Wilson and 
.caseworkers mayinitiate·t"eferrals and.contact 
. , LoUise'. Home directly.' , 
Jefferson,'Crook Referrals are, initiated' by casewOrkers and, then' 
staffed' by a, review', committee', composed', of "super:­
visor, ' two:- caSeworkers, and a' juvenile, court 
,worker~ , 
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. County· ..Referral: lti£o:tJil8.tion 
Klamath, . Lake· .. 
.All'caseworkers can initiate· referrals. Row­
.. ever~ .the'·final.decision ,about ',placement in 
the· Louise' Home, is . made. by'. the· placement 
,comm1ttee~'There.is a'liaison,worker for 
. Louise·. HOine. ' 
Model' Cities' 'Potentially any caseworker' can initiate'a 
,1;'eferral and,it.does'not have to be authorized 
by anyone else.· 
, Union, Baker, Grant Caseworkers collaborate'With superVisorre­
gard~ng placement of ~ girl at Louise Home. 
They also may ,consult with juvenile court and 
, ,mental ,health staff. 
Washi:ngton In this.countyCecileyLang handles all refer­
·rals to, the'. Louise ,Home. '. 
,West . Multnomah This,county'has a liaison worker' for the Louise 
, ,Home. 'HoWever', the', decision ~egardi:ng placement 
is made by' the' casework.et' referring. 
We: gathered'this information·from our phone ,conversations with the 
district directors. By the end of'January.we'had made.phone,contact 
at ,leaSt once with each district director.Mos~ of them were willi:ng 
,to cooperatewith,us and ,to assume the' responsibility'of administering 
and returning to, us the questionnaires· which ., we wanted' to send, to them. 
Hultnomah.County'although,'presented'some Unique questions.· 
Multnomah,Countyhas the' l~rgest.population of all the counties~ ,Con­
sequently it is subdivided into five sections with a. district director 
for each. ,Thesesubdivisionsare East Multnomah,' Model Cities~ ,Northeast, 
Southeast and West Multnomah,County. 
The district directo1;' for,Southeast'did,not want to assist,us at 
flrstbecause this person was,conceriled.that,our study ~ght' interfere 
with' a. study C.S.D. was planning to do. :The"proposed' e.S.D. study was 
to evaluate, all the child-car~ng ,agencies '" in O~egon. ' .After further 
,deliberations, this.director,declded.that,administeri:ng our,ques­
tionnaires'to the' caseworkers,in.theSoutheastoffice,would not bias 
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the,worker$. for, the',later~planned' C.S~D~ study. '; :ThuS ,the' director 
did-perinit.us,to send the', questionnaires". to that office•. The' directors 
of ,Northeast, and "Model Cities, both', said -we:, could, send, them ques tionnaires. 
,We did, ,but ,no ,questionnaires' from either',()fficeWerereturned~ 
In. total, ,the' return of the questionnaires 'from, the', counties was 
:144•. ',299 "questionnaires ,were inailed~ ,Thus, '48% of the questionnaires 
,sent,were "returned ~ This ~igh, percen~age of, return may, be' attributed 
to' one or ,more ,of the follo~ng factors: 
1. 	 'The ,letter' of introduction sent by Guy Hancock,to the 
district directors. 
2. 	 The initial phone calls ,to each district director. 
3.' 	 The follow-up letter mailed ,out with the questionnaire. 
(See Appendix III) 
. 4., ,The follow-up phone calls between February .15th and 

February 22nd to all ,counties who had ,not yet ,sent 

back their questionnaires. 

: 	5. ,The efforts each district director put into' ad­

minister~ng and returning thequestionnaires~ 

Some directors are responsible for a s~ngle large county, while 

others are ,responsible ,for a combination of,counties~ 'When'mailing 

out the questionnaires to the counties, we'sent the total. number' 

of questionnaires requested. For example, the director of Klamath 

and Lake Counties requested sixteen ques'tionnaires. We coded the 

questionnaires in this manner~-numbers65 to 81 were sent to ,Klamath 

and Lake, CoUnties.' However, we' did not devise a method, to dist~nguish 

in the'returnwhich questionnaires',represented'Lake' and which Klamath. 

Of, the sixteen questionnaires',sent, the'director returned' six.' Thus 

the, questionnaires '" returned, represent the' total return, for the' com­
binatiou of, counties~' 'But ,if we wanted', to .. deterndnewhih question­
naires' of the six, returned', represented' Lake" , and wh1ch~Klamath, ,we 

, . could ,not.' 'This 'was a flaw in ourmethodo~ogy.' 
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In "the', next "chapter ~ ,we Will, be', analyzf:ng "the', results "of, this 
. 	 , 
,	research ~ in. two :' ways. "We, will fi~s t ',be :,loo~ng ,at, the', resilltfi' from 
the' standpoint ,of ,the', total sample' to',see'"if . there are. any, s,igQ.ificant 
'.areas .of ,concern, in "all, counties ~ :Secondly; "we' Will" break, down' the' " 
data, by', county', in' order' to deterinine ,if opinions effect' the': iiumber , of 
:referrals ,in ' each, county~', 'This, will, also', be:, done, to "individualize, the 
concerns ,of 'each. county.', ~Thus the', Louise'Home may get' an ,idea of ,the' 
specific.needs of'each.county,which:are,eitherbe~ng'or,not,beiilgmet' 
,at the',current time.', ~Ropefully,' this w1lllead to a ,more effective 
individualized', approach toward seriTi:ng, each, county. ' 
·CHAPTER III 

.DATA. ANALYS;rS 
15 
,This. s.ection involves: I) 'a pres:entation. of ,the' statistical 
,plan; and ,2} a,cODlPilation and analysis of the'results, of ,the ,study 
itself., The firs.t' part will outline, the', statistical'1l1C1nipulations' 
and criteria to ,be utilized'on thedata,collected~Thesecond part 
will summarize, the findi:ngs and eXamine·, their, s,i,gnificance.' 
.STATISTICAL PLAN ' 
In ,PART I of the ,questionnaire there' are, seven'questions', con­
cerni:ng', t;'eferral information. ' ,For ,question one we planned, to run 
a simple' frequency, count, to ,. determine, how many answered' "yes'" or 
"no"; and ,how many of each of ,these filled'outthe rest of ,the' , 
,questionnaire or,not., For statistical purposes'we.decided' that 
we, would', use' only', those, questionnaires' from each. county' which 
answered"'yes" to'" this first question and, also filled', out the' 
questionnaire. ' ,These' "yes' and, compl~ted" .questionnaires' are· herein 
'referred'to-as ,the '~total sample", ,and ,correspond ,to all the' "yes' 
and, completed" questionnaires from all the' counties', considered' 
,as a whole. " ,Notably ,w~en'we are, considering only those "yes' and 
,completed" ,questionnaires'from a particular,county"we'Wiil,refer,to 
.thein'_ as ,that, respective "county' sample"~ 'In ,addition, ,we' kept 
,separate, "for, comparison, purposes, . those 'questionnaires on which 
the individual answered "no".to the first question and still filled 
out the ,questionnaire. These questionnaires taken' from all ,the' 
counties as a whole will be, referred ,to .. herein, as ,the' "no's,sample"~, 
,For questions two thr~ugh five ,we:, planned for, the', total" counties, 
and no's, sample, to., compute, the, s,um of, the': cases' listed' in each of 

,the' four' ca~egories:' .l}, possible. referrals; 2),' actual, referrals; , 

,3}Louise',:aome referrals; and ,4) Louise'Kome :acceptances~ ,'For 
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question six .we:,decided~ ,because the', iiuu.mer , referred', to, the', other 
centers, was, not, asked' for, l.t,was, only', pos.sible, to', compute, the 
frequency: and" percent' each', center':was' lis.ted', for th~" group be~ng 
studied~ , ,For question seven' we: simply 'wanted', to, compute the' avex:age 
(meail)riumberofmonths the'individuals'in'eachsampleWere in a 
,position, to,t;efe(, girls, to the',Louise ,Home;.' 
In ,PART II"of the',questionnaire, concerning, the' attitudinal survey,
, , 
it was ,decided' that, for all twenty~~ight' questions, the':ineail.;mode and 
standard deviation as ,well as a frequency' tally would ,be', computed' 
and run" for each. county,' the' total, and the ,no' s: samples~ From this 
information it would be possible ,for us,to deterinine around which 
of the' five responses' to each statement the' samples',wer~ 'group!.ng 
,themselves' and, to ',what ,~egree~' 
,For ,both 'parts of the' questionnaire, ~ogether',we decided'to run 
a "x:egression analysis" for correlations between', all, the questions, 
,de~ographicand attitudinal, with'the exclusion of questions' one and 
six in ,PART I. Our ,purpose for runni.ng', this particular analysis was 
threefold: 1) we wanted ,to find out if there was any relation between 
the, referral informatioD: gathered'" in Part I and the attitudes'sur­
veyedin Part II; and especially whether theriumber' of persons 
referred ,to ,the Louise ,Home and thel~ngthof time in a'position,to 
make referrals affected a person's ,attitudes about the'Louise Home; 
2) we' wanted, to check out our two'test questions (9' and :14) on the' 
recreation program at the' Louise "Home ,to.see',lf, the' respondents. 
were answeri:ng,consistently,thr~ughout thequestionnairej and3lwe 
wanted, to,seei,f there .Were any ,surpri,se, correlations, ,we"hadn' t, anti­
cipated~ , 
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I.n order',to'make' inferences '. from .our results·.we' also'dec1ded'~ to 
.deterinine"besi.des· the'~above .statistical indicators, ,certain' criteria of 
s.ignificance· for, both' the' attitudinal indicators' (me.an;,lllode, '. and. standard 
, . 
deviation); and. the' correlational indicators. (coefficients) ~ "':For the '. 
major ,attitudinal indicators of mean and,. standard ,deviation,we: divided' 
thein' into'. parts'" for such:, purposes , of analysis. . The·.mean ,response'was . to 
be divided'into·.sevenparts ox: groupings of scores: 1) 1.:00, to 1.99; 
:2) 2.00 'to' 2.49;'3) 2.50 to 2.99;4) 3.00;5) 3.0r.to 3.'50;'6) 3.5l.to 
4.00r and '7) 4.01. to 5.00·.·. 
,These seven'parts'ox: groupi:ngs of the'.mean scotes' r~nge byd:egree 
from str~ngly ,agree thr~ugh .neutral. to ,str~ngly disagree', 'or in other' 
words,·thr~ugh the full r~ngeof the'Likert type scale used' in the' 
attitudinal survey~ . Because theinean. is a measure of "typical value'" 
or "central tendency" a score· placed on the above: scale indicates 
aroundwh!.chresponsethe·sample·taken' tended t~ group itself. For 
example,' usi:ng the seven part scale proposed', a mean score in the' first 
grouping (1',,00 to 1.99) would indicate·a.tendency·to str~ngly ,agree'with 
the statement; in the:sec.ond:groupi:ng(2'.. OOto· 2.49) a tendency. to 
,agree;' in the.third(2 .. 50.to·2.99) a.tendency.to,beneutral but slightly 
,agree; in the fourth (3'.00) tobe.mostly neutral; in the' fifth (3.01 to 
3.50). a. tendency, to be neutral but s~ightly dis,agree'; in. the' sixth' 
(3'.51 to 4.00). a tendency to disagree; and in the' seventh (4'.01. to 5.00) 
a tendency, to ,str~ngly disagree~. 
The' standard deviation on the' other'hand was to ,be' divided' into. 
four parts::l) .000;,2)' .001.. to .• SOOr 3)' ,.501.. to ·.:750; .4) '•. 751. to 1.000;. 
. , 
and 5) 1.001'., to 2.700;.2. 70',being t~'greates.t standard ,deviation .possible. 
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,Because', the'.s.tandard, deviation is ,a .meas.ure" of dispersion, it ' 

indicates, '. how s.pread, out "the -: scores. -: ar~ :from -the '..:mean,' or in. this 

case, ··how .much:var.iability in., respons.e-. to., the' statement exists." .;For 

"eXample, a .mean .s,core .of 3.00, wi,th. a, standard deviation ,of .'.500 
would indicate. that 68% ,of the's,cores, are·Within the'rB:D.ge .of 2.50, 
and, 3 ..50,',' or, that ,most .of the'.. respondenb~' felt ,neutral about the 
statement; 'pwhi1e' the' same ,mean ,score ,With, a standard ,deviation of 
1.000 would indicate, that '68% of the' s,cores- are With the' range ,of 

2.00, and 4.00" or that one-third of the respondents tended', to 

,agree' and the' othel:' di~agree' with'.. the' statement., Therefore, the 

.smaller, the' standard, deviation the',more, centralized, the, scores' are 
around the mean; and ,the greater the standard deviation the',more 

,scattered'. they are.'" Th~ five cat:egories' of the,standard,deviation 

'proposed', for this, study, move, the:n from a, more, to a ,less, centralized 

,tendency, '. 000 .. to' 2. 70'. ' 

By,.juxtapos1:ng these two'proposed scales'of the'variations in 
the',means and standard deviations in, a' table, (see Table I) ,we felt 
it -would be ,possible ,.to make the', needed' inferences' about the responses 
.to, each ,of ,the' attitudinal questions for the:'groups sampled by' 
deterinin1:ng ,where each question would be' placed on, the' res:ult1:ns 
grid. It would ,therefore be, possible, to', discover, to some extent 
whether'the question was .agreed' or dis.agreed with and, to what d:egree 
,for each. of the sample: groups. 

, 'Lastly, with' :r:egard to the', correlation indicators, ,we also 

, ,needed, to'. outline, some .' criteria of significance. ~The' io.aj or :accepted 
w.ay ,of deterinin~g the',d:egree ,of co-variabil~ty .. betWeen'variab1es i,s 
,to find out, at what point, the' correlation coefficient' (r} , is. ' sig­
nificant at the' .OS'and.Ol'.level',of confidence.' 'But ,'because ,of 
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our' l~rge, total,' sample' s.ize', (N~178l; and,: the'.. resi11t~ng: la;rge:iiumber' 
,.., w ~ .. • 
of .J~d:egrees" of .~reedomu 'any correlation"co~fficient ' (r). :greater'. than 
.:110:·was s.igni.ficant, at. the' '~QS'" level',of .'confidence;·; and. ~y (r) 
'greater'. than ..220"was s;ignificaIit, at ,the':;or, level~ . .'As a. result ,if 
(r?)" is. cODrputed; and therefore the': proportion .of the' variance in 
the' One variable. that, is, explained' by', the"variation in .. the', other'. 
variable:is deterin1ned~only 3%' and,5%.respectivelY of.the· c~ge 
in the', response'. to' one question, on the' questionnaire ,Would 'be' . 
.accounted. for by, another',. at these levels of s.ign1ficance' (.110: and 
, . . 
, .'220) ·.··We', decided' then ',. to. consider" important "only' those', correlations 
whose. coefficients: (r}were '. above ,:~500. and ,would: account for at 
least <25% 'or more of the' variation in. the' two' itemS',correlated~ 
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RESULTS, ' 
This.section will ,be: divided', into' two:parts~ , :Th~' first"part 
will, look, at ,th~' findi:ngSJ 'from, the', '~total, s,ampleu ', ,while the, $econd 
rill' eXamine the' findings from' eaclt', of tn..e' individual ' t~ county samples" • 
, :Total ;Sample:, 
In ,looki:ng at, the', results, "of ,the', '.'total' s,ample"',we Will explore: ' 
,I) the referral information; ,2)" the, attitudinal survey' responses; 
,3)', the' 1nter~question, cotrelations.; and ,4) the differences in 
attitudes, if any,',between those Who',were,andwerenotlnvolved in 
,the teferralo~ girls', to the' Louise Jlome.' 
,The' teferral,information for the' '~total' sample'~' can ,be', found 
at ,the' top of Table I" p,age 21. 'From this data it is apparent ,that 
,of the potentia1,number',o~ girls, (12--18) who, could possihlybenefit 
from,residential treatment in 1973,- only approXimately 70% 'actually 
got referred. Of this 70%,nearlyone~thirdwerereferred'to the 
,Louise'Rome.' But"importantly, the Louise Home only accepted a 
little over' half (65%) of thos~ girls:actually,referred'to'it. 
,As far as where ,else the other' two~thirds ,of th~' girlswetebei:ng 
referred, it is apparent that 41% of those who referred'girlsto 
the Louise Rome also referte~' girls ,to Villa St. Rose. ' 'The only 
other's,ignificant referral alternativeswete Christy Home (15%)'; 
Chehalem,Rouse (ll%); and,nother',', (18%). 'It is.alsoimportant,to 
note that approximately 53%' of the '~total sample'" did ,not li,s.t' , 
any other' places' of, referral, in, ans.wer to ques,tion ,ri.lJ111her' six in, 
. ,:PART 1. of the questionnaire. ' 'An added" fact in the', referral iu­
,formation is that the·ave~age.l~ngth.:of ~tJne a CSD'.-worker'has. s-pent 
in a, poal.tion ' to' refe~' girls, ' to '" the' LoUi,s.e', Raine is. three' years-. ' 
The' results., of ' the', atti,tudinal atlr"ey" (?ARr' It) ,res:j?onse$' tor 
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TABLE I : RESULTS 
FROM THE TOTAL SAMPLE (COUNTY) 
PART I: REFERRAL INFORMATION N = 128 
%of 
Number Total 
Total Possible Villa St. Rose 
Number % of 
Listed Total 
52 41 
536 100 13 10Farm HomeReferrals 
19 15CbristyNumber Actually 385 72% 10 7.8Youth Adventures Referred 
3.95HillcrestNumber R.eferred 131 24% 4 3White Shieldto Louise Home 
5 3.9Youth Care CenterNumber Accepted 85 16% 14 11Chehalem House at Louise Home 
2 1.5Boys & Girls Aide 
4 3Valadera 
23 18Length of Stay Average/Per. Other 
68 53in Position to No Response36 Months Refer Girls 
PART II:ATTrTUDINAL SURVEY 
MEANS 
AGREEMENT NEtrrRAL DISAGREEMENT 
1.00 2.00 4.0] 
to 
2.50 3.01 3.51 
to to to to to3.00 
1.99 2.49 2.99 3.50 4.00 5.0C 
.000 
-
18 
.001 

to 

.500 

11,23 25 

.501 

4,10,141,5,6,9 
13,16,22 21,24 
28 ito 
.750 

11,19 20 12 26212,3,1,8
.751 

to 

1.000 
151.001 
to 
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the '- '~t otal· s.ample'~', can, also, be., fo~d, in ~ Table I' p.age '21~ " : From , this, 
,means" and ': standard. deviat1.0Il;ugrid" ,it, is,: apparent that, the', '.'total 
, . 
samplel~', tended' to': fairly, con.si,stently ',agree', With, questions. II, and '23~' 
,and, dls,agree' with',:qu~stion ,25; and ·les,s, consistently .agree' With' ' 
questions. ..17 ,and 19,' ~d, diB:agree With', questions ,27: and, especially :26. 
In. other ',words., ',the" sample', tended', to ,agree' that: "I} visits by' friends 
and, relatives,', to "the, Louise, H.ome' are, Usually a' part, of B: girl's 
treatment program; ,2}' the':schoolprogtam, is .good; :3)'runaway,'s"are a 
, " 
'problem;, and '4}pr~placement, visits, to', the'. Louise ,Home" are valuable; 
and it" tended', to dis,agree that; ',I) the', Louise ,H.ome, is, too far away 
,to consider. as a resource;' and ,2) " there, are "adequate' and more .convenient 
resources'-for ,teeil:ag~ girls who ',would be el:igible ,for the ,Louise Home 
'px:~gtam. within-our own, community. '.A$ ,for, the', rest',ofthe ,questions, 
the' maj ority'" of them' are in. th~' generally neutral area~ only s~ight1y 
,agreei:ng or dis,agreei:ng with' the statements~' For example, there was 
a slight' tendency, to ,agree' With questions 1" 5, 6, 9,,13,:,16, 22 and 
. '28" or ,agree' that: 'I) the ~rganizational structure facilitates the' 
,Louise',Home's ,operatiQn;2) the' caseworkers do an ,adequate joo; and 
,the'child carew-orkers are,competent;'3), the recreation 'px:ogtam, is ,an 
asset'; ,,4) , the', Louise Home 'provides an effective ,residential' treabnent 
px:ogram.; ,5) ,the'staff are.in control; 6) ,th~ girls medical ,needs 
'are ,met' sufficiently; and6} there 'are ,inor~ girls', to ,refer', to', the' ' 
Louise',HoJl1eduri:ngthe schoolyearj ,and a,sl:lght' tendency. to' di~agree 
. ,. 
with.. ques,ti.ons 4, '10, ,14",21: and ..24,:' or, that: ',:l} . the' adminis.tration 
,does'not 'provide effective .leaders.hip;2} that t~' girls, ,at t~' Loiliee' 
... .. .. .. .. .. 
,Home'have, too ,much-'freedom; ':3}' that the' recreation 'px:ogta.Dl, i,s,.not a 
'valuable' part "of, the" px:ogram; "4}' there, 1,~ ,good, follow-up' o{ girls 
. .. .~ 
,after', releaSe; , and '5) the' Louis,e', Hoine 'places'.. too, 'great an' e:rni?hB.sis ' 
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on re~igion•. ,AJ:$ for .questions :20, 2,,3,",7 and 8, they also. ,for 
~ .. . .. 
the',mostpart,.were.responded' to neutrally, only al:ightly .agree~ng 
.. . ..~ ~ ~ 
or di~agreei:ng. ,but they' did. so even' less cons.istently· (with.:more 
. . 
variation) .than. the previous,' group listed ~ and. so .won't. 'be' ,:mentioned 
here. ' 
As a 'last point.· in .lookl:ilgat the'attitudi,nalresponses', for. the 
"total sample", . there is question 15: "It is vague what type,o~ girl 
should be referred,to the Louise Rome.". Alth~ugh the':mean for this 
. .' 
question is 3.00, the' standard ,deviation is 1.018 indicat~ng a wide 
spread in. the. responses. Looki:ng" at ' the' tally sheet (Appendix, IV) , 
" 6% of the sample. str~ngly ,agreed with, the statement; 30% agreed' with 
it; 23%' were neutral; 40% dis,agreed with it; and 2%. str~ngly dis,agreed. 
, , 
It is apparent then, that there is ~ great ,deal of disparity of 
opinions around what type o~ girls who "should" ,'be referred to the 
Louise·.Home • 
.TABLE II: TOTAL. SAMPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS (i &r2). 
:Question'Pair t- ' 'r2(%) 
Q 1 and Q 4 . (Part II) -.·574 32.94% 
Q 1 and Q13 ,.493 24.30%" Q 2 and Q 3 " ·.502 25.20% 
Q 4 and Q 8 II ~;.524: , 27.45% 

Q 4 and Q15 " :.507 25.20% 
Q 4 and Q13 ~.57l: ,32.60%
" Q 4 and Q16 ~.527. ' ,27.77%" Q 5 and Q 6 " .602 .. 36.24% Q 5 and Q12 ~.52l, ' ,27.14%," Q 6 and Ql6 ,.530', '28'.Q9% Q 8 and,Q15 ~.544, , 29.59%," Q 9 andQ14 " -.707 : 49.98% 
,-Q13 and Q16 '-582.. : 33.87%" 
,Q22: andQ23. 'n ,.502, . . :25.'70% 
Q26- and Q27. ' n .707, " 49.98% 
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A1th~ugh.we··have listed' in Table' II, (see:p.age. 23), the s.ignificant 
. . ..... - .. 
, ,correlations, with:. a (r~l: greater' thal:,. ~250" our most important 
find~ng "from, runni:ng "the' ":r.:egression analysis'~ '. was that there was 
seeilli:ngly ,no s.ignificant, correlation of any magnitude. between the 
.referral information and the' attitudes' surveyed. The number of 
referrals. to the', Louise Rome,' and the le:ngth",of stay in a position 
to .refer', to the. Louise,Rome, were consistently, not. correlated. to 
any attitudesaboutthe.Louise· Home per ,se. ,'~The other' important 
find~ng was that our two:test'questions on recreation at the Louise 
Home. correlated '.. Il:egatively . as e.xpected~ ~d .at a level' (r2):, which 
, . 
,accounted for nearly50%"of ,the co-variation. ' 'Asfor the,remaini,ng 
.question pairs, in the' table, "they indicate' the' folloWi:ng: 1) that 
attitudes about effective administrative leadership (Q ... 4) , are 
,.correlatedpositively with .. those about a cleartreatment,ph1losophy 
(Q·.,8), a "non-vague'" idea of ,what kind of, girl to refer' to ' the 
.Louise,Home (Q.15), an over';"all effective residential treatment 
center' (Q.13)', ,staff control (Q.,17), and, an organizational, structure 
,that facilitates p:r.:og.ram operation (Q.l); ,2), that attitudes about 
anadequate"jobof casework (Q.5) at the'Louise Rome are positively 
"correlated'with'those concerni,ng,competent child-care workers 
(Q.6), and well planned home-visits (Q.12),;3) that attitudes about the 
difficulty.,connnunicating with' the Louise ,Rome (Q.2): are positively 
, . correlated to those referring to inconveniences in the intake 'process 
(Q.3),; 4) that atti:tudes about, staff control (Q.16) at the'Louise 
,Home are positively correlated' with., thos.e' competent ch;f.ld-care ' 
workers (Q.6);5) that attitudes' about a ,clear treatment pldlosophy 
(Q. 8) .' are, positively. correlated' with., those' .of ,not vaguely kn0wl:ng 
, . . 
what ldild of girl. to refer to the'LotL:lse'Roine (Q·.lSl ;6) ,that ' 
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TABLE I I I : RESULTS 
FROM THE NO 1 S SAMPLE ( COUNTY ) 
PART I: REFERRAL INFORMATION N = 16 
Total Possible 
Referrals 
Number Actually 
Referred 
Number Referred 
to Louise Home 
Number Accepted 
at Louise Home 
Length of Stay 
in Position to 
Refer Girls 
Number 
2 
2 
0 
0 
% of 
%of Usted 
~umber 
Total 
Total 
1 6Villa St. Rose100 1Farm Home 6 
1Christy 6100 Youth Adventures 
Hillcrest0 White Shield 
Youth Care Center 1 6 
0 Chehalem House 
Boys & Girls Aiae 
Valadera 
Average/Per. 	 Other 
No Response 13 8143 Months 
PART II :ATTITUDINAL SURVEY 
MEANS 
AGREEMENT 
1.00 2.00 
to to 
1.99 2.49 
2.50 
to 
2.99 
NEtrrRAL 
3.00 
3.01 
to 
3.50 
DISAGREEMENT 
3.51 
to 
4.00 
4.01 
to 
5.0( 
. 
• 000 
.001 
to 
.500 
.501 
to 
.750 
.751 
to 
1.000 
11,19 
17 
6,9,16, 
18,22,28 
1,5,13,2:3 2 
3,10,21, 
24 
4,7,12, 
14,20,27 
8,15,25 
26 
1.001 
to 
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attitudes', about, the ' effectiveness of the. Louise ',Home's, residential 
creatment, program (Q·.13)" are. positively correlated' with those' of ,staff 
, . control (Q';16); and 7) that attitudes' about, adequate'. CQ'.26) and 
.c·onvenient (Q·.27}:,resources·,for teeri:age: girls in the' local communities 
are positively correlated. 
The last area' of analysis, of the', "total' sample"',is its'. comparison 
to ,the' "no t s . sample" , (see' Table: III, p.age25), previously described in 
the statistical plan. Because. the "no's, sample'" is .so .small Qii=l~) 
. compared' to.· the "total' sample" inference~fmust' be'made cautious and 
.generally. Thejnost·.stri~ng difference ,betWeen' the' "total and the' no's 
sample'" is the ave~age .length' of time spent in a position. to refer' 
.. to' the·.Louise Home.', The average for. the' "no's: sample'" was over one-h.alf 
year .l~nger·. than the' "total sample"~ . As. for the attitudinal responses, 
it can .be' said that the "no's: sample" ,tended to be less extreme and 
scattered' in its' responses than the' "total sample"; but still tend~ng 
to' vary on some of the same key' questions. (11, 19,' ,17 and -26) ~ . 
. County,' Samples: 
The analysis of each individual county'will take somewhat the 
same . form as that. for the "total sample'" With the exception that 
there will. be '" no . correlations, to' consider" or "no t s sample" to' compare 
to; and the examinations of the attitudinal results will only focus 
on the·mostobvious.tendencies due.to.the' l8;rge number of.counties.to 
analyze. ' 
Baker:C61i1ity. (see Table .IV, page ,271 
. The most .striking fact 'frOlll the·.. referral in.£ormatioI). 'from Bakex< 
. County', i.s that. they'. refer 92%: of .' their: actual referrals', to residential 
.treatment' ceilters. to the' Loui,se' Home; , and ' that. 73%' of .these' referrals 
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TABLE IV RESULTS 
FROM BAKER COUNTY 
PART I: REFERRAL INFORMATION N = _.¥6_ 
Total Possible 
Referrals 
Number Actually 
Referred 
Number Referred 
to Louise Home 
Number Accepted 
at Louise Home 
Length of Stay 
in Position to 
Refer Girls 
Number 

16 

12 

11 

8 

% of 
%of Listed 
Number 
Total 
Total 
Villa St. Rose 1 16100 Farm Home 
Christy 16 
75 Youth Adventures 
Hillcrest 
69 White Shield 
Youth Care Center 
50 	 Chehalem House 

Boys & Girls Aide 

Va1adera 

1 
161 
Average/Per. Other 161 
No Response 503 
34.33 
PART II:ATTITUDINAL SURVEY 
MEANS 
AGREEMENT NEUTRAL DISAGREEMENT 
1.00 2.00 2.50 4.01 
to 
3.01 3.51 
to to to to to3.00 
1.99 2.49 2.99 5.0(3.50 4.00 
.000 
0,18 25 ­
.001 

to 

.500 

5,23 4,9,19,28 14 8,267
.501 

to 

i 
.750 

10,11,12 
 1,22 13 20 
.751 

to 

1.000 
2,3 15,24 16,21 27 
1.001 
to 
17 
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are, accepted. ,Consideri:ng its ,- attitudinal data" it, is apparent that', 
,there are -l8:rge differences and extremes of opinions.' :There ,is: ~al..r11 
..... '" 
, ,consis.tent ,agreeinent wi,th. statements. 5, ,23~' and, especially' w1th.,17; 
, . 
or .agreement:', ,I) ,that' casewOrkers, at the', Louise'Home do an adequate' 
,jobj'2) that the ,school pt:ogram,i~.goodj ·3}, that runaways are a. problem 
(str~D.gly ,agree) ~ ,There is' fairly, cQnsi,stent dis,agreement with state­
ments,25, and 7; and less. consistently' with, 13 and ,27; . or dis,agreement 
that:, ,I) the ,Louise Home is tOQ far a:way,toconsideras a.resOurce; 
,2) the. physical facili,ti.es are below standard; 3) the Louise' Home 
provides an,effectiveresidentialtreatment'p~ogtam; and 4) there are 
more, convenient resources ,locally , respectively.' 'In addition,. ,there 
is also "str~ng dis.agreement" with, statements 20; 8, and 26, or dis­
,agreement that: 1) ,release of girls'ftomthe'Louise,Home is ,well planned; 
2) the Louise Home philosophy'is.clear; and3),thereare adequatere­
,sources locally for residential treatment. ,Th.erem.ainder' of the questions 
,tend for ,the most part ,to ,be ,neutral. 
'Comments'from Baker County' 
"1 have referred thre~ girls'to the Louise ,Home in 1973; 
two: were accepted. One of the girls was ,rejected as being 
,too emotionally'disturbed. Both'accepted'referrals were' 
,tenninated from the program within three', months, due, to 
'runawaybehavior. The last girl stated'aftertermination 
that 'she knew that if she,ever'ran and'was gone past during 
which CSD payment continued that shew-ould 'be terioinated ' 
from the ,Louise' Home p~ogram.' ' ,Since there are -'many ,more 
referrals than'the' threefrom,Qur,county, it.is difficult 
to develop a statement of program effectiveness, but from 
our experiencethe'Louise'Home's:batting average in the 
last 'year ~as zero." " 
"The Louise ,Home policy ,of termination of runaways is ,not 

, ,consi,stent irimy experiences. 'The'pI:ogram should ,be' 

able, to" deal effectively wi.th.., extremes' of ' 'runal(ay . 

, be.h.avi.or. '" , ' 
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'~We ' have ,~ group' f oater '. hoine ',here .lddch.. seems, to ,do a 
, ,better'.job ,of ,relat~ng, tot~' girls. and treati;ng ,them" 
, th.ail \ LQuis,e.: . .'However ~ .it, is, 'not, cons,idered' a, residential 
'treatment, center~ , ,Louis.e has, ~e,fuS.ed'. to' take, ~': girls' 
I 'have: i,Ii "mY ~ caseload. ' One ,'was' :, refus,ed" this, .year and, one 
previ,ous.lr~ " "Both:,haveprohle.mS,wh1,ch.~ could' benefi,t 'from' 
: s.uch: a ,center ~ ,'but" evidently' these" problems',were, too, severe 
, ,for ,LoUise' to" handle. ' Th.e' girl'w:ho' was~ iIi mY' caseload and' 
,placed' there. ran away ,often', and, was, told' by', Louise, she' ' 
, couldn't, comeback .. the"last tiJ:ne. "She, told1lle ,she' had run 
, ,because', Louis.e', would, then kick ~ her '; out. :They:, played, her', 
. game welL. 'I have .previously been' acquainted' with', res,i-, 
,dential treatment~centers,in,another' state,a.swell as ' 
,here in' Oregon~ I ,would, not refer another' girl' to', Louise 
unless I 'was, desperate." ' , . 
"I have the'impression Louise Home is, ,more concerned'. about 
ADP and b~dget' than individual treatment plans on girls~ 
,Ter.in1nation'procedure often expedient without,involving 
referri:ng.agencY'and family~'Joint input:from the'referring 
,county.in.our, situation on occasion hasbeen'disallowed~ 
Intake information is, inconsistent. ' Public relations 
,meeti;ngs with,Louisestaff has promisedmuch,program'has 
not'produced~ It appears C.S.D. often ends up with foster' 
,parent's, ' and' group hoines' having to, do a' treatment job with 
les,s'money and, resources on kids Louise Home has failed with. ' 
"After' the' last ',referral we' made, to. Louise ,Kome, 'who' was 
,terminated'in,our view inappropriately and ,now is in our 
'group ,home, Louise Hoine,is,not a first ,choice ,for residential 
,treatment ~ n ' 
"I am ,not ,all that familiar with,LouiseHome'sprogtam, 
, ,thus ,all ,of the',neutral answers.' :The intake"procedure is 
inconvenient ,because of thepre~placement visits'andwe' 
'are '-on' the', other' side of, the', state. "I ,feel' this should 
,be" taken' into',account with Eastern O~egon cotinties~ ", 
'Clackamas, County, "(see Table V, page 30), ' 
Examin=i:ng,the,referral information from Clackainas,County there 
are two: ~ignificant facts :1) that they only', J;efer' approXimately , 
one~fourth' of ,their, actual, referrals, to' the'. Louise ',Home; 'and that ,of 
these' the', Louis.e ,Home accepts, .. iess', than half; ,and,;2) ,their average 
l~ngth" of time' in a, position of r,eferral, is .. over',13 ,montha', l~nger' 
,. ..' .. 4 • ~ 
,than, the',ave~age, for all', counti,es,~ ','As. ,fo;r' alterilative, res.i,dential 
treatJDeDt,.centera li,ste.d'~ 3l%'lis.ted', Villa' St~,Rose' and ,"other", ,and 
19%',lis,ted'.. Chtis.ty'.Home~ , 
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TABLE V RESULTS 
FROM _--:;C:,::LA=C:::;.::KAMA=-==S=:.--__COUNTY 
PART I: REFERRAL INFORMATION N = ..::1~6__ 
%of 
Number Total 
Total Possible 
Referrals 49 100 
Number Actually 
Referred 31 63 
Number Referred 
to Louise Home 8 16 
Number Accepted 
at Louise Home 3 6 
Length of Stay Average/Per. 
in Position to 51.62 MonthsRefer Girls 
Villa St. Rose 
Number 
Listed 
5 
%of 
Total 
31 
Farm Home 
Christy 3 19 
Youth Adventures 
Hillcrest 
White Shield ~ h 
Youth Care Center 
Cheha1em House 
Boys & Girls Aide 
Va1adera 
Other "i ,,:\1 
No Response 7 u":\ 
PART II: ATTUDINAL SURVEY 
MEANS 
AGREEMENT NEUTRAL DISAGREEMENT 
1.00 2.00 2.50 3.01 4.0] 
to 
3.51 
to to to to to3.00 
1.99 2.49 2.99 5.0(3.50 4.00 
12 

.000 

-
6,11,13 18,22 21,24
.001 

to 

.500 

19 1,5,16,17 9,20 4,10 14 25
.501 23to 

.750 

2,3,7,8, 26
.751 
15to 
1.000 
1.001 
~ 
to 
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Cons1deri:ng', the', attitudinal data, there:was,' fai,rly consis.tent, 

,agreement with:,&tatements'l,' 5,: 6; 11, ';'13;;·"16, ··17,···.2.3~' ~nd .str~ng 

,agreement"w:itIL- s,tatement ,19; ',or in, other',words; ,agreement: ',1) . that 

. the'. ~rgariizat1oDal. structure: facilitates' operation;: .:2) that the' , 

caseworkers. and "child care, -WOrkerS. . do . an, adequate, and. competent "job, . 

,respectively; .:3)'.. that the',Louise',Home' provides'. an ,effective ~ residen~ 

tial treatment, p:r.:ogtam; '·4) that. the', staff are, in. control;'S) .that 

.. runaway-s'-are a problem; ,6)· that the'~school p:r.:ogram is good; and,str~ng 
agreement that 7»pre-placement visits·-to· the'. Louise ,Home are valuable.' 
.There was . also'. consistent dis,agreement, with statement 14,. and, strong 
dis,agree.ment with" statements ,.2S: and'26; .. or dis,agreeiD.ent" that "the' . 
, , 	 . 
recreation p:r.:ogram.is.not a valuable part of treatment.~~";.and 

str~ng dis.agreeinent that '.'there are ,adequate' and more convenient 

..	resources,' for ,teenag~ girls .who ,would' be' e~igible .for,i.:he'.Loitise' ' 
Rome Within" their own. community.· 
Comments" ft6mCIackamas County' 
"I have made only one,. referral. to .Louise ,Rome.' The" 
, 	gi.rlwas :accept~d'.. for admittance,' apre~placement visit 

was made'-.but the.hoine situation improved' and she're-' 

mained' with.her· family~·The referral process'went' , , 

smoothly, there was little,delay~ However~ I have had 

.no experience of worki:ng with Louise' Home on any On­

.. go~ng basis. It 

"Girls. that 1 have worked' with who have .been' through' 
.	the' Louise',Rome treatment program have ,more ,self~ 

awareness'and'are able.to take.more responsibilities' 

for. their. own:: actions. tt 

liMy ,workers, (nUmber', six) "have ,not met', with particular 

difficulty' with"Louise' ROine, "but· rather'· haw enjoyed', 

, 'fairly, positive. res:ults. fro~ gi,rls placed' there.' ' 

rroblem" areas.:.l) . Runaways.' 'and lack., of ,cont::racts,~ , 

, ,hetWeen',w.orkers.and: girls ,at .~egiJlni;ng of ,placement 

.:r.:egardi:ng'thi.S.. 2}"Lack:of:our .agency!s:iDvolyement 

, with:. Louis.e, s,taf£ onc~ girl. is.,placed~ '-We -1:'ece:f:ve 

far more . feedback.. than t ,!eel .. w~' gtye. input:. n '. 
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"We" don't: know en~ugh, about, Louise "to '. answer these' " 

,qu~s.t10ns., - ,S,eeins .'more appropriate', t~ give, to '. Loui$e , ' 

, ,sti!.£f :»;:tembers; II ' , 

.	"The .neutral ,res-pons.e' waS., uS,ed'"hY',,:Jlle ,when' t' didn't, , 

have . ~y,' particular feelings' andI o~', no "infonnation on 

,wtdeh,~ to':bas,e' a . response;. '. :A1s,o, ,tt' s,:been',some time", 

s.ince: I've had any direct' contact: with. its px:ogram." 

From, the s,ample,of Columbia. County ,workers', it, is" apparent, the' 

Louise "Hoine "received 'less' than half ,of ' the'. referrals~of el:igibIe' ' 

" 	 , 
girls,'and,accepted'even'less (one-third). 'In ,addition, a little' 
,over ': half '; (5;%) listed' Villa, St ~ "Rose, as ,an additional, place:, of 

:referral., 'It ' is" also', notable, that, the', avex:age ,l~ngth,of' time" spent 

in a '~position of ' referral" ,is ten', months '. below, that for, the' '!total 

sample'l~ , ' 

, ,The', attitudinal res-ponses, for, Columbia. County'" tend, to '.. De' " 

scattered', and less consistent, than ,most,., as can, be' seen'oy, the'lB;rge 

,number'of questions with'standarddeviations, greater'than ,.'751 and 

over' 1.'000.', '-For example, ',there was wide differences',of opinion, to 

questi,ons. 2,.:,5, ,12, and,even',15, "even' th~ugh they',avex:aged' a ,neutral 

, 	 response', over' all. ,In, other.words, there was disparity,: of 'attitudes', 
ofwheth.er' the', LoUis,e'H.oine "was difficult, to communicate: With' 
(2); 'of ,whether', the caseworkers ,were. competent, (5); ,of ,wh.ether'.hoine' " 
visits', were ,well ,planned' (12) ';~' or ,of ,whether, it, is '-y:ague:wh.a.t, type " 
o~ girl .. should ,be .. teferred'.to'.. the'.Loui,se',Ho.ine., :There.Web~:fai.rly' 
+.. 	 .. .~ 
: ,c~ns,istent ,agreements. with.., s,tatements;"ll,19, ,16', and ,less "c~ns,isten~ly' 
with, 3;',or ,agreement; ,1) ,that vis,its..,b.'1" friends and, relat1,ves' are, " 
.. .. 	 ... _.... 
a' part, of the' treatment'px:ogram; ':2), that' pre'"!"placement' -yi.si,ts.: are. ~ 
. 	 . 
valuable; '"3),, that, the' ettaff: are, iit, control;' and les,s., consi,s~tent " 
,agreement" that, lithe', intake': proces,S,', at the', Loui,s.e ,IIt>ln.e: is: inconvenient";. : ' 
--
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TABLE VI RESULTS 
FROM COLUMBIA COUNTY 
N = ____7__PART I: REFERRAL INFORMATION 
%of 
Number Total 
Total Possible 
Referrals 20 100 
Number Actually 
Referred 13 65 
Number Referred 
to Louise Home 6 30 
Number Accepted 
at Louise Home 2 10 
Length of Stay Average/Per. 
in Position to 
Refer Girls 24.14 Months 
Villa St. Rose 
!Number 
ltisted 
% of 
Total 
It C;, 
Farm Home 
Christy 
Youth Adventures 
Billcrest 
White Shield 
Youth Care Center 
Chehalem House 
Boys & Girls Aide 
Valadera 
Other 1 1 J. 
No Response 1 1.? 
PART II :ATTrTUDINAL SURVEY 
MEANS 
AGREEMENT NEUTRAL 'DISAGREEMENT 
1.00 2.00 2.50 3.01 3.51 4.0J 
to to to to to to3.00 
1.99 2.49 2.99 3.50 4.00 5.0( 
10 
.000 
~1,19 ~,18,22,23 4,14,24
.001 

to 

.500 
16 6,9,13 26,2725
.501 

to 

.750 
28 7,17 8 21
.751 

to 

1.000 
3 2,5 12,15 201.001 
to 
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,There ;w~ "generally, consistent dis,agreeinent, With'. qu~stions ,:25-27~', 
and·.less', s.o· wi.th:.. qu~s.tions:: 8,:: 21': and:20';'- Qrdi.s.agreeinent; ,ll, that 
. . 
,the'. LoiJis,e':Ko.ine·. is,: tOQ' far, away. to. coiis:ider', as. a res;ource;·.2}:, that 
.there: are. adequate' and ,:more, c.otlveni,ent '. res.ources '.locally', fox:' girls, 
. .' 
e1:igihle ,for, Louise', Home; and .less ,coiis.istent di.s.agreement; ....31', that the' 
treatment ,.philosophy.of ,the', Louise,Ho.ine' is; clear;, .4):. that, the', release' 
.o~ girls: is .well, planned; and ·5) . that. there. is, good. follow-up, of 
girls after. release. '. 
:CoIimlents'ftoIil:C6lUmbia County 
"My ,ans,wets. ' are' based' on .the '. fact. that I' had on~ girl 
,placed iil,Louise'.Home~. 'It was a·case·transferred·,to 

me from another 'worker' after',placement was made in 

1972.: .'My experience' in .deal~ng ,with. Louise. Home 

staff regarding this one situation was favorable.' I 

.feel. that I am. not, acquainted" well. enough to.be 'more 

than ,neutral inmost instances~' 'twas involved', with' ' 

. ,this, ,oile ,client in. planni:ng ,her' disch~rge from Louise' 

,Home. It ' 

Coos . CoUnty,. (see' Tabie' VII, p,age ,3Sr : 
,Because' the' sample ftom this, county 'was . only one, person, "the' , 
results will'.be: individualized~ '. ~Thi,s,. person referred' one....half ':of his 
orher·,.actual:.;eferrals, to the'.Louise'.Kome and had ~thirds.of . them 
,accepted~ He or she·.also listed', referrals'. to. VillaSt •. Rose;, . the' 
Farm. Hoine, Christy and Chehalem', House.' , 
,Attitudinally, this .person ,agreed' witlL statements"l, 3,." 5,: 6,' 8,­
9, :11, ,13,',16, ,17 ,'·22~: '28,. and str~ngl:y ,agreed' with:, statements."19 and 
s.tructure 'facilitates' Louise'. Kome' operati.on;'2):. that, the': intake'. " 
'proces,s' i.s., inconveni.ent; ',·3)', that. the' caaewarkers.. do an· adequate. j OD; : 
:3)', that the' child' care.WorkerS.: are. competent; '.:4) ,that, the', recreati,on , 
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pt:0gram, is. an, assetf"S} that, the',Louise',Home "provides', an ,effective 
,residential'treatment pz:ogram;':6}, that" the' staf£' are: in. control; 
, . 
,7}', that, runaways,' are, a problem;' ,8), that, thtLlnedical, needs, : of ,the' 
girls -are .met; ,,9} "that, there: are ,inor~ girls', to .. t'efer ',: duri:ng" the' , 
s,chool.yearj ,and ,s,tr~nglY',agreed'" that 'pre",:"placement' visits. are, ' 
valuable,. as ,well', as, that, the',schoolpz:ogram is: .good. ,Tbis"pers.on 
also' dis:agreed', with .. state:m.ents' 4,< 7; ~,lO" ,14, .. lS, :2S; and, str~ngly 
di~agreed' with' statements', 2, ,24~ ,26', and ;27'. 'In, other',words, ,he or 
,she,di~agreed: :1) ,that the' administrationdoesn't:provide effective 
, ,leadership" 2} :, that, the', phYSical f acilities "are, below, standard j 
,3)', that th~' girls have, too ,much freedomj·4) .. that it, is 'v:ague .What 
type ,of, girl, to',l;efer', to the Louise'H.olIlej',S} ,that the', Louise ,Home 
,is. tOQ far, away, to .. consider. as a, res,otirce; and, str~ngly' dis,agreed': 
,I) that. communication, is Clifficultwith.. the', Louise ,Rome; ,2) :, that, the 
,Louise' HOlIle "stresses '.. rel;igion too ,much; , and •3)' that, there are 
, ,adequate', and ,more, convenient, resources' for girls e~igible, for, the' , 
,Louise' Rome ,locally. ' 
Crook ': County, (see Table VI,II, ,p.age ,37) 
,Because' the' a,ample" from this. county. is only one person, the' 
results will ,also be individualized~ 'This person had only one 
,actual ,referral ,to residential treatment and she did.not refer ,this 
girl to the', Louis,e' Home.' It is probably as,sur~d' that she ,referred' 
her' to' Villa, St~' Ros,e;.' 
"This,pers.on totally'.agreedwitas.tatements, 6, 9,-11, :12,.·17,,:22~, 
23~ and s,tr~ng11,agreed' wi,th., s.tatements 2, and 19 ~" I:n. other',words, ' 
he' or ,ahe' .agree: ',:1) ,that, the, child -care ,workers, are, competent;· 
37 

TABLE _VIII RESULTS 
FROM CROOK COUNTY 
PART I: REFERRAL INFORMATION N = __1____ 
Total Possible 
Referrals 
Number Actually 
Referred 
Number Referred 
to Louise Home 
Number Accepted 
at Louise Home 
Length of Stay 
in Position to 
Refer Girls 
Number 
1 
1 
0 
0 
~umber 
%of Listed 
Total 
Villa St. Rose 1100 Farm Home 
Christy100 Youth Adventures 
Hillcrest0 White Shield 
Youth Care Center0 Chehalem House 
Boys &Girls Aide 
Valadera 
Average/Per. Other 
No Response
lh,oo Months 
% of 
Total 
Joo 
PART II:ATTITUDINAL SURVEY 
MEANS 
AGREEMENT NEUTRAL DISAGREEMENT 
1.00 2.00 2.50 3.01 4.01 
to 
3.51 
to to 3.00 to to to 
1.99 2.49 2.99 3.50 4.00 5.0C 
~,19 '6,9,1l,12, t5,26,tJ,13,18, fl,3,5J~6~O,14-1tl7,22,23 2728 
.000 ~O,21,2L 
~S 
.001 

to 

.500 

.501 

to 

.750 
.751 

to 

1.000 
,­1.001 
to 
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friends and relatives are treatment oriented; 41 that home visits 
are not well.planned; 51 that runaways' are· a proble.m·; 61 that the 
medical needa o~ girls arelllet au;e.ficiently;· 71 the' a-chool p~og~~ 
. . . 
i~ good; and atJ'~nglr .agreed that it. is diff:tcult·. to .cOJl1Qlunicate 
rita the Louise Home, as well as. that phe~placement vi.s1.ts·· are 
valuable. This same person di.sagl'eed with. s-tateJllents 1, 3, 5, 7, 
10, 14, 15, 16, 20, 21, 24,,25 and strongly disagreed with: state­
ments 8, 26 and 27. In other words, he or she dis.agreed:l} that 
the organizational structure facilitates the Louise Rome's operation; 
2) that the intake process is inconvenient; 3) that the caseworkers 
do an adequate job; 4} that the physical facilities are below 
standard; 5) that the girls have too much freedom; 6) that the 
recreation program is not a valuable part of treatment; 7} that 
it is vague what type of girl to refer; 8) that the staff are in 
control; 9) that girls' releases are well planned; 10} that there 
is good follow-up after release; 11) that the Louise Home 1s too 
far away to consider as a resource; and strongly disagreed that 
the treatment philosophy is clear, and that there are adequate and 
more convenient resources locally. 
Curry County (see Table IX, page 39) 
Because the sample from Curry County .again was one person, the 
results will be individualized. This person from Curry County 
referred 40% of her eligible girls to the LouiseliQme, all of which 
were accepted. This. persQn also reported refer;r~ng girl& to Villa 
St. Rose, Fa'J:lll· Rollle, Chx'isty and ChehaleJI1.House; and had o.een in such 
a. poaition. to refel( girls.. ~or fiye rea:rs. 
. " 
In· the atti.tudinal section, . thiS. .peX'son .agreed' wita ste,tements 
1, .3,. 5,. 6, 8, 2,",11, 12, .16, 17-20". 28., . and . str~ngly .ag-reed· with 
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TABLE II RESULTS 
FROM CURRY COUNTY 
PART I: REFERRAL INFORMATION N = _1___ 
Total Possible 
Referrals 
Number Actually 
Referred 
Number Referred 
to Louise Home 
Number Accepted 
at Louise Home 
Length of Stay 
in Position to 
Refer Girls 
Number 
16 
10 
4 
4 
% of 
%of ~isted 
iN'umber 
Total 
Total 
Villa St. Rose 100 

100 Farm Home 

1 
100 
Christy 
1 
100 
62 Youth Adventures 
Hillcrest 
25 White Shield 
Youth Care Center 
25 Chehalem House 
1 
100 
Boys & Girls Aide 
Valadera 
1 
Average/Per. 	 Other 
No Response
60.00 Months 
PART II:ATTITUDINAL SURVEY 
MEANS 
AGREEMENT 	 NEUTRAL DISAGREEMENT 
1.00 2.00 2.50 4.013.01 3.51
- to to to to toto3.00 
1.99 2.49 2.99 5.0e4.003.50 
22,23 1,3,5,6,8, 21 tI.,7,10, 2,26,
9,11,13, [12,14,15 27
.000 16,17-20~ ~4,25?A' 
.001 

to 

.500 

.501 

to 

.750 

.751 

to 

1.000 
1.001 
to 
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statements:22:, and" 23;: 'In, other>words, ',be, OJ: ,she",agreed::l}, that 

, ' ~rg8.nizational" atructure, faq,i.1itates:. the', LoiJise', Home' fa: opeJ:ati6nj 

. .. - ~ '" .. 
2}:, that, the': intake"procesS.' is. inconvenient; ',:.3)', that, the" casewOrkers, ' 
and, child' care, -WOrkers' are, adequ~te' and!, competent; ',respectively; , 
,4):, that the 'treatment ,philosophy', is.; clear; ,:5} ,that the', recreational 
'px:ogram: is, an, asset; ',6} ,that the', Louise ',Hoine 'provides' an 'effective ' ' 
residential treatment program.; ',7}, that the', staff 'are: iIi., control;' 
8}, that, runaways" are a. problem'; '9} " that pre~placement visits' are 
valuable; ,10) that girls releases' are,well', planned; 11) that, there 
are .inor~, girls, to .. refer' in the ,schcol,year ,than the':stimmer;, and 
stro,ngly ,agreed' that the' school pz:ogram was, good, and that \medical 
, ,needs were sufficientlymet~ ',He, or she' di.s,agreed' with', statements 
4,. 7,: 10,12,:,14,,:15, ,24~,,25,and str~ngly dis,agreed' with'statements ' 
2,. ,26 and·27. 'In. other'words , ',this. person dis,agreed':l) ',that the 
admin:i,..stration ,doesnJt ,provide effective leadership; ,2), that the' 
physical'facilities'arebelow standard;3}' that,th~ girls:have 
too ,much freedom; 4) that ,home visits, are not,well,planned;5} 
that the'recreation pz:pgram is ,not a'valuable part of 'treatment; 
, ,6) that it ,is' yague what type o~ girl, to', refer', to' the' Louise ,Home; 
,7), that the'Louise',Home is, too' far away, to' consider', as a resource;' 
and str~ngly dis,agreed: 1) that try~ng, to commuIiicate' With', the' 
Louise Rome ,is difficult;" and 2), that, there are adequ~te and.more 
,convenient resource&', for Louise',Hoine' type girls ',locally., 
, 'CoJlDilents" from" Curry " county: 
"B1ggest"probl~, is, the' gas ,supply.' ."NeXt ispre-' 
,placement'viait. When'.'a child' can't, atay ,Oyeri1:i,ght' 
, Qtappened', twl,ce), 1 have ,to, keep, thein', irilDDtel'w:lth:, 
, ,me' and' dx:ag , thein', al~ng "on .all ',JllY' other 'y1sits. 'I 

,usually" prefer '. to '. atay two' ~i.ghts.., so: t, can visit 

,more' ch:lldren,;"wldch.', is. ,more. inconvenient .. n ' , 
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•Deschutes ': County': ~ (see Tab.le' X; page'42) ~ 
.Cons,ider~ng the', referral :tn.formatioll .first, ',!t', is ,notewOrthy 
that, the',Deschutes ',' sample' referred', laO';': of ~their. e~igible' girls, to, 
,the',Louise',Home;' and; got 100%' of thein'.accepted~ "tn,addition, "they 
, 	 , 
listed',no', other': treatment ,center', as a ,place :,of ,additional, re-' 

ferrals; , and ,were, relatively ,neW", to' their ,positions, (nearly' 30' 

months', ,below ' the' avez.:age of '34' .. months) ~ ~ , 

With', reference to. their .attitudinal responses~' they' ,agreed' 

totally' with, statements 9, 11; ',13,.,16, 19, " 20, and 23; ,or ,agreed' 

I}, that ,the' recreational px:ogtam is: an ass,et; ,2} that visits by, 

'friends and, relatives" are, usually a part of B: girl! s 'treatment 
px:ogram;3)' that, the', Louise' Home provides, an ,effective residential 
treatment'progtam;',4):. that, the' staff' are, in, control; ',5) , that, the 
release',of girls' from, the' Louise', Home "is .well, planned; and, 6} that 
I ' , 
,	the',school 'px:ogram is, .good. ,They' dis,agreed' totally' with statements 
2,: 3,' 4,: 7 ;10, :12, :14 and:25; or dis,agreed':l) that try~ng to' 
: communicate with', the', Louise', Rome is difficult; '.2) that the'intake 
process' is, inconvenient; ',3)', that the', Louise "Home' administration 
doesn't:provide effective.leadership; 4), that the' physical 
facilities'are,below.standard; 5} that th~' girls atthe'Louise' 
. , Hoine' have too much' freedom; 6) that home visits. are.not ,well 
planned' and 7}' that the Louise.Hoine,is too far away,toconsider' 
as a, resource.' 'Th~y' ~lso ,consistently ,str~ngly diB;agreed with 
statements 26' and ,2T,that there are adequate'and,more,convenient' 
resources', thaD. the' Louise"Rome ,locally. " .'All " in. all,' it appears. 
.	that, the' sample's. opinions. .arE!: .generall¥'· fayorabl.e· to the', Louise' 
Home as. theY' tended', almost "tota1l¥, to. ,agree' With:. pos1tiye 
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TABLE X RESULTS 
FROM DESClIDTES COUNTY 
PART I: REFERRAL INFORMATION N = _2__ 

%of 
Number Total 
Total Possible 
Referrals 6 100 
Number Actually 
Referred 3 So 
Number Referred 
to Louise Home 3 SO 
Number Accepted 
at Louise Home 3 So 
Length of Stay Average/Per. 
in Position to 
Refer Girls S.50 Months 
Villa St. Rose 
Number 
Listed 
% of 
Total 
Farm Home 
Christy 
Youth Adventures 
Hillcrest 
White Shield 
Youth Care Center 
Chehalem House 
Boys & Girls Aide 
Valadera 
Other 
No Response 2 100 
PART II:ATTITUDINAL SURVEY 
MEANS 
.;. 
AGREEMENT NEUTRAL DISAGREEMENT 
1.00 4.0] 
to 
2.00 2.50 3.513.01 
to to to to to3.00 
1.99 2.49 2.99 3.50 4.00 5.0C 
9,11,13, 2,3,4,7, 
16,19,20, 10,12,
.000 23 14,2S
-
.001 
Ito I 
.500 

1,5,6,18, 
 21,24 26,27
.501 22,28 
to 

.750 

.751 

to 

1.000 
8,lS,17 
1.001 
to 
, .43 

statements" abo~t, it; '. and dis.agree' With:~il:e.8ative. s.tatements;, , 
.C6i1u:i1etita i ftom': Des.chUtes": County· , 
"I:have ,not.made teferra1s/pJ-acements~, to',Loitise',fo+ 

, two:, years ~'due ., to .. c~ge ' iti .jobs.• II " : 

"~Much~1nformation I don't;know ;;.. is. that , ~neutra1?'~',' 
Doug1aELCounty (see'Tab1e XI, 'p,age;44): 
'From the,referra1.information, ,it is evident that.the'LoUise' 
Roine was sent 100% ofD~ug1as County's.actua1referra1s, and 
accepted',near1y three~quarters of, th.ein~ " ''l'wentypercent of the' 
sample ',a1so'listed·, Villa St~' Rose as an ,additional place of ,referral, 
but importantly' 80% listed. no other, residential, center~' 'It, is 
also notable' that the', ave:r::age ,le:ngth of time spent in a, position to 
1:efer' was a little' over' one ,yeat:' greater, than, for, the', total sample. 
Attitudina11y, the' samp.e tended', to ,consistently respond, neutrally 
to,theinajorityof the:statements,'on1y s1:ight1y.agreei:ng or 
dis,agree~g. 'With', some, statements, there was a 1B:rge dispairty 
in responses', (19,25., ,57, and :26). ·It seemed then' that, there was 
some'dis.agreement of whether the', Louise ,Rome ,is, too far away to 
consider, as a resource;. of whether'more convenient and adequate 
, . resources ,existed,loca11y; or of whether':pre"'!"p1acement visits 
,were valuable. ·,There was consistent dis~agreeinent wIth, statement 7, 
that thephysicalfaci11ties' at the'LouiseHome are ,below standard. 
.. . - . .. 
"There waS also di~agreement' with statement 8, .but ,less' consistently. 
, . . 
In, other '. words, there'was' di~agreeinent that, the'. Louise', Hoine treat­
ment philosophY' is." clear. ' ,All' in ',all', ',it. aeems', that ,D~ug1a$, ' County' 
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TABLE XI 
FROM DOUGlAS 
PART I: REFERRAL INFORMATION 
%of 
Number Total 
Total Possible 
Referrals 16 100 
Number Actually 
Referred 7 44 
Number Referred 
to Louise Home 7 44 
Number Accepted 
at Louise Home 5 31 
Length of Stay Average/Per. 
in Position to 16.20 MonthsRefer Girls 
RESULTS 
COUNTY 
N = 10 
Villa St. Rose 
!Number % of 
Listed Total 
2 20 
Farm Home 
Christy 
Youth Adventures 
Hillcrest 
White Shield 
Youth Care Center 
Chehalem House 
Boys &Girls Aide 
Valadera 
Other 
0 tJoNo Response 
PART II :ATTlTUDINAL SURVEY 
MEANS 
AGREEMENT NEUTRAL DISAGREEMENT 
1.00 2.00 2.50 4.0] 
to 
3.01 3.51 
to to 3.00 to to to 
1.99 2.49 2.99 3.50 4.00 5.0C 
20. 
.000 
7,11,16, 4,10,12, 7 
.001 22,23 14,28 
to 

.500 

1,5,9,13, 
 21 
.501 15,17,18, 
to 24 

.750 

25 
 82,3
.751 

to 

1.000 
19 27 26 
1.001 
to 
,45 

it doesn 't, appear. to ,effect: their" refe:t;ral rate.', 
. : Comments" from': Douglas-: CoUrtty: ' 
"We, are. discoux:aged' withiil our ow~ coUnty t()"lIlake' 

, ,J;eferrals', to', Louise', Hoine .. II 

."I.would like. to', know more, about. this, school's: px:ogram•U . , 
. IIAll answers' are,neutral, because' of ,no, contact: with:, " 
,Louise Rome. I',do feel' it: is better' to resolve a . problem' 
.iIL the', community, if: possible. It . 
'Har1iey~Malhetl't 'Counties: (see Table XII; page 46) 
In,looki:ng.at,the referral data,received'from Harney and Malheur 
counties~'there are three'~ignificant'factors:'l} the only girl ,they 
referred' to a, residential setti.ng was to the Louise', Home; , 2): the 
avex:agel~ngthof stay ,of a caseworker'waslOmonths over' the' ave~age of 
the total sample, and 3) none of the ,four ,people responding,to the 
questionnaire listed any other residential treatment centers. 
In the attitudinal data-,we find that all four workers answered, 
the' same; that they were in total ,agreement with each other'. On 
questions 1, 4-7, 9-l2,~ 14, 16, 18~25~ and '28 they answered',neutral. 
They',agreed with questions 15 and ,17; 'or .that: '.1) it is v:aguewhat 
type,o~ girl should be referred'to the'Louise Home; and 2) that run­
awaysare a problem' at the' Louise'.Home. They were in dis,agreement 
with questions 2,·3," 8, 13"26',, ,27; . or disagreed' that: 1) tryi.ng. to 
commuriicate with: the. Louise'Hoine, is difficult;·2) the' intake"procedure 
.is inconvenient; 3) that the treatm.entphilosophyis.clear; 4) ,that 

the,Louise.Home provides' an effective,residential·treabnent·px:ogram; 

and 5) that.theY·have adequate and,lUore.convenient resources'l(ithin 

.their; own:, co.lDmi:lni.ty;.· ' 
"I have had ,no contact with. LoUise' Home at: all. If . 
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TABLE XTT : RESULTS 

FROM HARNEY- MALHEUR COUNTY 

PART I: REFERRAL INFORMATION N = _.;:;t.4_ 
% of 
Number Total 
Total Possible 
Referrals 3 100 
Number Actually 
Referred 1 33 
Number Referred 
to Louise Home 1 33 
Number Accepted 
at Louise Home 1 33 
Length of Stay Average/Per. 
in Position to 
Refer Girls 44.25 MOnths 
Villa St. Rose 
iNumber 
[Listed 
% of 
Total 
Farm. Home 
Chr1s~y_ 
Youth Adventures 
Hillcrest 
White Shield 
Youth Care Center 
Chehalem House 
Boys & Girls Aide 
Valadera 
Other 
No Response it 100 
PART II:ATTITUDINAL SURVEY 
MEANS 
.000 
AGREEMENT 
1.00 2.00 
to to 
1.99 ... 2.49 
i5, 17 
2.50 
to 
2.99 
NEUTRAL 
3.00 
1,4-7,9, 
10-12,14, 
16,18-25,
?R 
3.01 
to 
3.50 
DISAGREEMENT 
3.51 4.0] 
to to 
4.00 S.OC 
2,3,8, 
13,26, 
27 
.001 
to 
.500 
.501 
to 
.750 
.751 
to 
1.000 
1.001 
to 
·47 

Jefferson ·;'Cotipty:: (see', Table' XlII, :page 48}' 

. ,In: examni;ng -the'. re£et;ral.:info1;J1iB.tion 'ftolil,J~fferson county,' 

, . 
there: ar~. fout' s;ignificant 'facts: '"ll :17%.:of ,t~', girls' actually', referred 
. . , 
, ,to, residenti.al, centers ,were. referred', to .. the', Loilise',lIolile; ,2) ,the' only 
girl. referred. to the,' Louis.e',Raine, Was ,not accepted; ,3), the' ave:r:age 
l~ngth',:of ,stay ,of ,the'.workers. polled',1n. this. county': was 20'lIlonths' , 
below, the'.. aver:age ,of the', total sample;', and ,A) thati67%',of the. workers 
who', responded '" to thiS.., q ues,tionnaire', l:i:.sted· Villa, St • '" Rose' and, 
Yo~th .. Adventures~both.,.ofw:hich' are, in. the' greater' Portland' area, as 
other', places "they' l;efe( girls,.' ' 
,Consider~ng the' attitudinal data, ,there,was.total ,agreement 
on ,question '28; and. fai~lY· consistent, ,agreement, on questions ,15 and, 
19., :They', all' 
,
agreed that, there. are ,more·
. 
girls' to l;efer'. to, tile. Louise' 
Home 'duri:ng,the':school,year•. They' fairly,consis,tently agreed'that: 
1) 'it is:v:aguewhat type .o~ girl should ,be',referred', to the,Louise 
Rome;'. and ,2),' pre-placement visits'.. to, the' Louise ,Home 'are 'valuable.' 
.There;was total dis,agreeinentby"all'casewotkers on ,questions ,25, 26~ 

and ·27';' and less, consistent, di~agreement with'question 8. : They" 

unanimously d~agreed that: 'I) ',the', Louise'Home is, too' fat away , 

to consider' as a, resource;' andZ)', there. are adequate and more 'con~ 

,venient· resources within their own community. "There was ,les,a' con- , 

s,istent dis,agreement that, the', Louise ',Home 'treatment phi.losophr', is, ' 

clear., ' 

,All, the ,workers, in Jeffers,on .. County'.. responded'neutrally', to' 

questions 1,' 2,,: 4,' 5, 6" 7,,9,',10,',,13,',·14,,16,17, 18 and 20';"24'., 

:Co'lDIilents ;ft6m:Jeffetson ':Countr: ' 
"Haven't .yet', had , the'. time', to .. check:into the'Louise " 

.Home , p:r:ogram.' : Haven , t had ani ,girls:', needi;ng , to' be', . 

, ,t;eferred~ n ' , 
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TABLE XIII RESULTS 
FROM JEFFERSON COUNTY 
PART I: REFERRAL INFORMATION N = _...".3_ 
Total Possible 
Referrals 
Number Actually 
Referred 
Number Referred 
to Louise Home 
Number Accepted 
at Louise Home 
Length of Stay 
in Position to 
Refer Girls 
Number 

9 

6 

1 

0 

% of 
%of rusted 
!Number 
Total 
Total 
Villa St. Rose I..?? 
100 Farm Home 
Christy 
67 Youth Adventures 2 "7Hillcrest 

11 White Shield 

Youth Care Center 

0 	 Chehalem House 

Boys &Girls Aide 

Valadera 

,Average/Per. Other ~~ 
,No Response ~~ 
10.00 Months 
PART II:ATT!TUDINAL SURVEY 
MEANS 
AGREEMENT NEtITRAL DISAGREEMENT 
1.00 2.00 2.50 3.01 3.51 4.01 
to to to to to to3.00 
1.99 2.49 2.99 3.50 4.00 5.0C 
28 1,4-7,9,10 25,26,
1),14,16, 27
.000 
-
17,18,20­
:>II 
.001 

to 

.500 

1,,19 3,11,12 
.501 

to 

.750 

.751 

to 

1.000 
, 
1.001 
to 
8 
,49 

"Know. notlrl:ns .about the'. Louise. Hoine,-- its' px:ogram, 

.. or .s.taff ~.~ .. 

.'~Answera. are, based' on lack: of :personal .knowl~dge . 
'or'experience" With.. Lolli.se .Hoine. '.My caseload consists' 
:of .Iridian: famili.es ~. : I 'was. told -, that Louise '. Home, is' . ' 
r.efu~.i:ng ,to consider placement ofIndia~ girls :due 

.to' poor' bi.Story of 'succeas' With:.thein~ u 

Josephine and Jackson. counties referred'.65%"of, th.ei,r ,possible 
referrals., to ,residential treatment, centers; "with Louise, Hom~ getti:ng 
20% ,of those. teferrals. :We find· tha~ girls ',were referred'- to, seven' 
other ,residential centers.; Villa. St. ',Rose' be~ng' listed'l)y:,more of 
.. the' workers ,than, any. other' (37%,.of ,~he- respondents) ~ 
'EXamin~ng '. the'. attitudinal' data .. we' fi~d fairiy. consistent 
.agreement with questions 11, 19 and 23;' and ,less consistent ',agreement 
with,qu~stions .12 and ,17.' . They' are in ,agreement. consistently:· 
.1) that visits by' friends and relatives' are part, of B: girl's,: treat- . 
. ,mentpx:ogram at, the. Louise.Home;.,2):. that pre-placement visits' are ' 
valuable,' and ~3)·. that, the school px:ogram at, the', Louise .Home : is" good. 
,TheY·,were. in.less .consistent ,agreement :1) '. that, home visits' are, not 
.well.planned; and 2) ,that .runavrays· are a . problem'. at the'.Louise'Ho.me • 
.There was fairly', consistent di~agreement with'. questions 10",14 and 
:24; and less ,consistent disagreement with.questions 2, 7, 21, and 26. 
They' were ,in dis,agre~mertt:l) that, girls -have. too .much fr~edo.m at 
the·,Loui,se'.Hoine; ,2) .. that the'. recreational px:ograin is not a valuable 
part of treatment at, the',Louise·.Home'- and .3}, that the',Louise .Home 
.places.·.. to~ great an emphasis, on .rel:igion. ' : They , less' consistently' 
, ., 
dis,agreed: :1) ,that 't1:y~ng, to cotixtuilJlicate WitlL the', Louise', Home ,is, 
so 
TABLE XIV RESULTS 
FROM JOSEPHINE-JACKSON COUNTY 
PART I: REFERRAL INFORMATION N = _9__ 
%of 
Number Total 
Total Possible 
Referrals 23 100 
Number Actually 
Referred 1, 6, 
Number Referred 
to Louise Home 3 13 
Number Accepted 
at Louise Home 2 9 
Length of Stay Average/Per. 
in Position to 
Refer Girls 21.88 MONTHS 
lNumber % of 
~isted Total 
Villa St. Rose 3 33 
Farm Home 
Christy 1 11 
Youth Adventures 1 11 
Hillcrest 1 11 
White Shield 1 11 
Youth Care Center 
Chehalem House 1 11 
Boys & Girls Aioe 
Valadera 
Other 2 22 
No Response 4 44 
PART II :ATTITUDINAL SURVEY 
MEANS 
AGREEMENT NEUTRAL DISAGREEMENT 
1.00 
to 
1.99 
2.00 
to 
2.49 
2.50 
to 
2.99 
3.00 
3.01 
to 
3.50 
3.51 
to 
4.00 
4.01 
to 
5.0C 
.000 
.001 
to 
.500 
.501 
to 
.750 
.751 
to 
1.000 
1.001 
to 
11,19,23 
12,17 
6,13,28 
9,16,18, 
25 
1,20,22 
15 
4,5 
3 
10 
2,1 
21 
24 
14 
21,26 
8 
.. 51 

dlffi~ult;',:2)~. that, the'.. physical ,facili.ti.es~· are below"standard; 
:3)', that" there', is:. good. ,:follo~up 'afte( girls' are: teleaSed; ,and .. 4}', that 
. . . 
,theri.~ :are .. adeqi.t~te~, tesotirces' withi:i1. th.elr ;own:, cOmmiInitles ~ , 
, 'C6limlent$ ,. trom: J osephitie..;.,J ackSoti : Cotltit1,es, 
'~Don ' t . know ,~nythi:ng about, Louise Hoiue." ' 
"I have' had, no, contact, with:, Louise', Hoine ',for two: or 
three' years. "N~ girls in,.my caseloadare ,currently 
in any, type of institutional' care •. 'Neutral anSl\"ers 
indicate lack of first-hand information or experience 
with present 'p~ogram at Louise Hoine. ' "Distance 'problema 
, ,over '. hoine vis.its,were; , and still' are serious' drawbacks '~ II 
"1. do not know enough about, Louis,e' Home to fill out 
the,restof,thi.S.form.to'anYd:egree'of,reliabillty~" ' 
"Most',of the' questions ,could ,not be"adequately answered' 
by', the' five choices'and I, feel' the",ques.tionnaire 

'resultsmaybeinisleading. I feel that Louise Home 

, ,does.meet' the"needs, 'of ,some: girls. very well, but often' 

th.e'Wr~ng type, is, referred" and accepted~We, do 'have ' 
JIlore.community'resources,for,theae'girls'now,'Dut 
,not en~ugh." ' 
Klamath"';'Lake" Counties' (see Table ':XV, page 52): 
, ,Looki;rig, at the', referral information, ,it, is apparent in the'satJlple 
'fromKlamath~Lak.eCounties that ,the'Louise' Home ,received 52%:,of the 
actual number'o~ girls.'referred',to'residentlal treatment centers; and 
accepted 62% ,of those,referred~ 
In ,the attitudinal'data there is,both.,consistency and differences 
of opinions ,towards ,some statements, as ,well as str~ng agreement and 
dis,agreement with others. 'There, was, total ,agreement with statements 
1, 6 and 16 ; or ,agreement:' 11 ,that the" ~rganizational ,structtiX;e, ' 
facilitates,', the, Louise Home'S., operation;:2}:, that, the' child' care, 
,workers" are, competent,; " and 3) , that, the', s-t;aff , are, in, control, of the' 

Louise ',Home. ','There,was. fairly',cons.istent,str~ng ,agreement' with: ' 

,s,tatements 5 and .'13;' or .s.tr~ng .agree.inetit: ':l}': that casewOrkers do an 
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TABLE XV RESULTS 
FROM KIAMATH-rAKE COUNTY 
PART I: REFERRAL INFORMATION N = _S~_ 
%of 
Number Total 
Total Possible 
Referrals 43 100 
Number Actually 
Referred 21 48 
Number Referred 
to Louise Home 11 25 
Number Accepted 
at Louise Home 7 16 
Length of Stay Average/Per. 
in Position to 
Refer Girls 29.00 Months 
Villa St. Rose 
lNumber 
~isted 
% of 
Total 
2 he 
Farm Home 1 20 
Christy 
Youth Adventures 
Hillcrest 1 20 
White Shield 1 20 
Youth Care Center 
Chehalem House 
Boys &Girls Aide 
Valadera 
Other 
No Response 2 40 
MEANS 
AGREEMENT NEUTRAL DISAGREEMENT 
1.00 2.00 2.50 3.01 3.51 4.0.. 
to to to 3.00 to to to 
1.99 2.49 2.99 3.50 4.00 5.0( 
L 
1,6,16 14,18 7 
.000­
.001 
to 
.500 
5,13 9,11,20, 4,10,12, 3 2,2"
.501 22 28 26,27
to 
.750 
23 21 24 
.751 
to 
1.000 
8,17,19 15 
1.001 
to 
. ,53 

adequ~te-job; and2r,thatthe'Louise,Home provides an.e.ffective 
residential·treabnent'p~ogram., :There'Was,collsistent di~agreeinent 
with' s,tatem.ent· 3, '.. that, the intake process. at, the. Louise' Roine' is ' 
inconvenient; . and total dis,agreement, with', statement 7, that 
the' physical facilities', are, below ,standard. " : Th.ere ,'waS, also, coli­
sistently str~ng di~agreementwithstate.ments 2"25':"!'27;, or str~ng 
di~agreement:l) ,that try~ng to. cOlIJlllunicate', with. the' LoiJise ,Rome 
. , 
i,s di.fficult; ,2) that the'Louise',Hoine i,s, too far away. to consider' as 
a resource;' and 3) , that there' are" adequate' and ,::more ,conven::l.ent, 
resources', for tee~ag~ girls' locally.' . 
. : Comments .: ft6mKlamat~Lak.e·Counties,' 
, "1 do not have on:-go1;ng colit~ct wi,tIL the' insti.tution 
.. to answer·.most',of these questions on the'basis .of 

first-hand experiences~Neutral is., used'when 'don't, 

know' ::would ',be' a more appropriate, response '
~ It 
"I am unfamiliar with. Louise',Home program and facilities~ 
,My information i.s limited' to' contacts with institu'" 
tionalliaison personnel of C.S~D.ln,onecase with' 
which 1 am familiar ·the Louis,e Home caseworker' evidently 
'JIlade a trust~ng relations.hiP with.: th~ girl and'she ' 
was' not, reluctant to '. return, following runaways." 
"Excellent comtnuni,cati,on and j oint plann~ng "betWeen' 
Louis.e,Home and our C.S~D. people." 
"I, have, not recently referred any girls, to, Louise' ' 

Home, but 'have ,Qork.ed in the' past ,with:. girls re-" 

,leased "from, Louise, Home;.' My' last direct contact 

withchi.ldreu'releas,ed ftom,your facility~ was ahout 

.15 months' ago." 

Lane: CoUnty: (see Table .XVI, p,age 54}: 
Th.e.inost; glari:ng fact, in. the'. tefe.ral i..nfo;rmation ,.for Lane 
.County:is.thattheyreferred·onlyll%'of,the~r,actual,referrala 
. ..~.. ~ 
to the', LoiJise'. Home; 'and, that only: thJ:ee~fifths'" of these', were: a.ccepted~ 
In ,addition, 62%' and '50% of the' s.ample'; lis.ted', Villa .St.-R.ose' and 
54 ' 
TABLE itt RESULTS 

FROM IANE COUNTY 

PART I: REFERRAL INFORMATION N = ---.lIIBI.-_ 
%of 
Number Total 
Total Possible 
Referrals 48 100 
Number Actually 
Referred 43 89 
Number Referred 
to Louise Home 5 10 
Number Accepted 
at Louise Home 3 6 
Length of Stay Average/Per. 
in Position to 
Refer Girls 96.00 Months 
Villa St. Rose 
Number 
J..isted 
% of 
Total 
~ 62 
Farm Home 2 2~ 
Christy 2 25 
Youth Adventures 
Hillcrest 
White Shield 
Youth Care Center 4 ~o 
Chehalem House 1 13 
Boys &Girls Aide 
Valadera 1 13 
Other 
No Response 1 13 
PART II: ATTITIJDINALSURVEY 
MEANS 
AGREEMENT NEUTRAL DISAGREEMENT 
1.00 2.00 2.50 4.01 
to 
3.01 3.51 
to to to to3.00 to 
1.99 2.49 2.99 3.50 4.00 s.oe 
25 
.000 
..9 22 4,9,16, 3,12,14,
.001 18,20 24 
to 

.500 

17,23 
 6,11,28 1,10,13 8 
.501 

to 

.750 
 ,1, 2,21,26
.751 

to 

1.000 
7 27 
1.001 
to 
· ,55 

Yo:uth , Care ,Centers; respectively"as alternative'referral sites~' 
.. . .... .. 
It is .notable ',too, that the',aver:age l~ngth:,of time, in, positions ,of 
referral, is; three' times' the' norm.for the', total sample: (noti:ng, that 
The' attitudinal data on LaneCounty'1ndicates,that,the 
majority', of the'responses tended', to'beneutral with,s~1ght',d:egrees' 
of ,agreement, and diB:agreeinent.' ~There,was ,consis~ent ,agreement, with 
statements 22" 17 and 23; and strong ,agreement with'statement 19;' 
or ,agreement: 11 that the'.inedicalneedsof th~' g,irls' are met; 2) 
that ,runaways, are a problem;3}, that the' school program ia~good; and 
str~ng .agreeinent that pre-plac~mentvis1tsare'iraluable. There 
was, consis,tent diB;agreement with: statements '25,' 8 and: less, consis-' 
tently with statement ,27:;: or diB:agreeinent:l} that the'Louise" 
Hoine is too far away; :2): that the' treatm.entphilosophy' is, clear; 
and 3): that there are more adequate resources'locallyfor: girls 
e~igible ,for, the',Louise'H.ome. 
,Caments' from "Lane : County', ' 
"The reason for all the'neutral responses'is 

because I don't, know that much,about. Louise Home.' 

I s,uggest to caseworkers that, they,check out 

,Louise·Rome as a'possible res.ource." ' 
"r have had no contact wita' Loui,se' Home in 

,over three ,years. 11 

"In .many instances,' r do ,not know and have notM;ng 
toha:ris a decision on and haye'therefore not ans:weted~'" 
., , 
"My last, contact w.ith.., Louise,' one ending in 1972',: 

was. 'lu:t.te s.ati.s.factory.' 'I,jus,t ,. haven't. had a. 

gir1, in . need', of thi.B. type. of care, since .' then ~ u ' 

56 
Marion '. County. (see Table .XVII, page ·57) 
Referral information from Marion County indicates the following: 
1) Out of the total possible,referrals only 56%,were:actually referred 
to ,residential treatment centers; 2) that 19% of the total possible 
referrals, got referred to the Louise ,Rome,' or about 33%' of those who 
are actually referred; 3) of the four respondents three~ or 75% of 
them listed Villa St. Rose and Farm l~meJ as other centers ref~rred 
to. Christy, ChehalemHouse and Boys and Girls Aid were other 
centers listed by 50% of the respondents; 4} the ave~age l~ngth'of 
stay of a worker was over 24 months ',longer than the average of the 
,total sample.' 
,The attitudinal data,indicated fairly ,consistent str~ng .agree­
ment on questions 15 and 17; the correspondents tended to strongly 
,agree' that: 1) it was yaguewhat type o~ girl to refer to the Louise 
Home; and 2) runaways are a problem at the Louise Home. The res­
pondents fairly consistently .agreed'wJ.th,questions 10, Ii,. 22; 28; 
-'rI' 
and less ,consistently ,agreedwith'question 19. They ,agreed' that: 
:1), Girls have ,too much.freedom at the Louise Home;' 2)'visits by 
friends and.relatives' are usually part of a girl's 'treatment 
p~ogram; 3)' the medical needs o~ girls are met sufficiently; 
4), there are more girls, to refer',during the school year. They 
less ,consistently agreed', that: 1) pre-placement visits' to' the Louise 
,Home are valuable.' There was fairly ,consistent str~ng dis.agreement 
with question 8; or that the Louise Home treatment philosophy is 
clear• .'A1lworkers 4is;agreed' w1th,questions 26 and2T; ,that, there 
were adequate and more ,convenient resources within ,their own 
commun1ties~ There was fairly consistent dis,agreement with. questions 
57 
TABLE XVII 
FROM MARION 
RESULTS 
COUNTY 
PART I: REFERRAL INFORMATION N = ____40...-_ 
%of 
Number Total 
Total Possible 
Referrals 63 100 
Number Actually 
Referred 35 56 
Number Referred 
to Louise Home 12 19 
Number Accepted 
at Louise Home 8 13 
Length of Stay Average/Per. 
in Position to 
Refer Girls 60.25 MONTHS 
Villa St. Rose 
[Number 
Listed 
% of 
Total 
3 7'5 
Farm Home 3 7'5 
Christy 2 ~O 
Youth Adventures 1 25 
Hillcrest 
White Shield 
Youth Care Center 
Chehalem House 2 50 
Boys & Girls Aide 
Valadera 
2 ,0 
Other 3 75 
No Response 1 2'5 
PART II:ATTITUDINAL SURVEY 
MEANS 
AGREEMENT NEUTRAL DISAGREEMENT 
1.00 2.00 2.50 4.01 
to 
3.01 3.51 
to to to toto3.00 
1.99 2.49 2.99 3.50 4.00 5.0C 
18 26,21 
.000 
1015,11 5,6 8 
.001 

to 

.500 

11,22,28 3,9 1,14,16 21,24
.501 

to 

.750 

19 12,20,23 2,14 13 
.751 

to 

1.000 
25 
1.001 
to 
58 
21, and 24, and less consistent dis,agreement with ,question 13;' they 
dis,ag~eed' that 1) ,there was, good follow-up after girls ':we;re ,released; 
2) the', Louise Home places to~ great an emphasis on re~igion; with 
~essconsistent disagreement that ,Louise Home provides an effective 
residential treatment program. 
All the respondents answered neutrally to question '18; that' 
Louise Home provides a sound nutritional diet~ 
,Comments from Marion County 
"The'LouiseHome program is ,unclear and our.use of 

this facilityseeinS,to be on the'decline.' A recent 

,poll in our office (regarding the five girls) , 

indicated, in all cases, that none of the placements 

, ,could. be considered' a success. If 

MultnomahCounty- East (see Table . XVIII , p,age 59) 
In,1ooki:ng at the referral 'data from East Multnomah,County 
Chlldren~ s ,Services Division, we find the follow~ng s,ignificant data: 
1) only 56% of the total possible referrals are actually ,referred 
to residential treatment centers;2} LouiseHom~ gets approximately 
50% of those 'actually ,referred; 3) the average length of stay of 
the workers who responded is approximately one year below the 
,ave-r:age of the total sample;' and 4) that 63%' of those polled'did 
not respond by writing other centers they referred girls to. 
Attitudinally, the',workers had fairly consistent stro,ng ,agreement 
with questions 19 and 23;' they strongly agreed that pre~placem.ent 
visits, to .. the Louise Home are valuable; and that the school 'program 
at the Louise Home 1~ good. They had 'fa1,rly consistent ,agree:inent 
on questions 5,11,22;, and less consistent ,agreement on question 17. 
They ,agreed that: ,I) caseworkers do an ,adequate job;' 2), visits of 
friends andre1atives are part of a girl's treatment program; 3) 
medica1needs are met sufficiently; and less ,consistently ,agreed' 
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TABLE XVIII: RESULTS 
FROM MULTNOMAH (EAST) COUNTY 
PART I: REFERRAL INFORMATION N = 16 
%of 
Number Total 
Total Possible 
Referrals 55 100 
Number Actually 
Referred 31 56 
Number Referred 
to Louise Home 16 29 
Number Accepted 
at Louise Home 11 20 
Length of Stay Average/Per. 
in Position to 23 Months
Refer Girls 
Villa St. Rose 
~umber 
tListed 
4 
% of 
Total 
25 
Farm Home 1 6 
Christy 2 13 
Youth Adventures 2 13 
Hillcrest 
White Shield 
Youth Care Center 
Chehalem House 
Boys &Girls Aide 
Valadera 
Other 2 13 
No Response 1D 63 
PART II,\TTlTUDINAL SURVEY 
MEANS 
AGREEMENT NEUTRAL DISAGREEMENT 
1.00 2.00 2.50 3.01 3.51 4.0] 
to to to 3.00 to to to 
1.99 2.49 2.99 3.50 4.00 5.0e 
.000 
.001 
11 25 
to 
.500 
.501 
19,23 5,22 6,9,16, 
18,20,28 
4,12,14 10 
to 
.750 
.751 
17 1,7,13 a 21 2,3,15 
27 
to 
1.000 
24 26 
1.001 
to 
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that runaways are a'problem at the Louise Home. Those polled in East 
Multnomah. County fairly consistently strongly dis.agreed· with question 
25; that the'. Louise Home is too far away to-consider as a resource. 
They.less consistently dis.agreed with.questions 2, 3,' 10, .15, and 27; 
or they di~agreed.that: 1) Communication was difficult with the 
Louise.Homej2) the intake process is inconvenient; 3) girls have too 
much freedom; 4) it is vague what type of girl to.refer to the Louise 
Home; and 5) there are more convenient resources than the Louise Home 
within.the local community. 
Commentsftom MultnomahCounty- East 
"I. have used the special treatment program. for disturbed' 
Y0\J:ngboyspresently operati:ng at the LouiseH.ome." 
"I-feel that these surveys are a poor measure of attitudes' 
and opinions since what· the questionnerhad in mind 
when he' Wrote the question'and'what the caseworker had in 
mind when he answers it must be considered~ I would hope 
that.Louise Home would' take info account the feedback it 
gets from caseworkers directly rather·., than making many 
cha:ngesbased on results of this survey." . 
"Even th~ugh I have had.no girls to refer.to Louise Home, 
it.would.be.helpful.to have a shott'writtenpamphlet'of 
thetreatment'pl~n, etc." 
"Don't.knowvery much about it, therefore answers are 
.not all-encompassing." 
"Some of the' choice of answers does.not.relate to the' 

question. '1 believe in treatment facilities~'but 

caseload did not present me with a situation.toleatn 

.more of the Louise Home p~ogram. and facilities." 
"I felt somewhat uncomfortable in completing this 
questionnaire as I have had little.contact with the 

.Louise Home. However, in learning about the'program 

thr~ugh the .'grapev~ne' I would in general say that 

.Louis~eH.ome is.doing an effective job in.meeting.its 

specific:.goals and objectives.'" 
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MultIioJilah: Count; -: Southeast, (see" Table' XU, page ,,62) ~ 
, . , 
In:, the', Southeast ,Multnomah" County', c. S~'D", '70%0£ ,~he',possihle 
r,eferrals .were. actually' referred ~ .'HolieVE! ~,.~ .Louise ',Home receiyed, 
only" approod.matelY15% of those',who' were actually referred' and :accepted' 
. , 
33%' of th.e:in~: 'Villa'St~ Rose was the', additional ,agency mentioned ,most' 
often' by: those ,polled; it was listed 'by: ,75% of the'respondents.· 
In examini:ng" the attitudinal' data, ,,~ find total str~ng ,agree';'" 

ment on question ,17, and fairly', consistent ,str~ng ,agreement on 

questions 11, 19" and 23.' They'"all. Ustr~ngly ,agreed" that runaways 

are a problem at the Louise'H.omej 'and less ,consistently "stro,ngly 

,agreed" that: 1) visits by: friends and ,relatives are apart of a 

girl's: treatment px:ogram; 2) pre"'!'placement visits are 'valuable; , 

and3)"theschoolpx:ogram is, good. ' 'The'respondents all ,agreed' 

with questions 1,' 5, 6,' 8" '18 and 22; and lesa consistently ,agreed' 

w1thquestions 9, 10, ,16 and '28. They' all ,agreed' that:' 1) the" 

~rganizational structure'facilitates'its operation; 2), caseworkers 

do an ,adequate ,job; '3} ch:ild careW"otkers are competent; 4} the' 

treatment philosophy,i~ clear; 5) ,Louise Home provides' a sound 

,nutritional diet; and6} the'medical needs areinet' sufficiently at 

the Louise Home.'They less consistently ,agreed' that: I), girls have 

,too much freedom at the Louise Home;' 2)" the staff are in control; 

3)'the'recreational program is,an asset;'and4) there are ,more 

girls to refer during the'school yea:r. 'The'respondents fairly 

consi,stently nstr~ngly disagreed" with: quest1ona15 and ,25; ther' 

,"str~ngly dis:agreed" that: I} ,i,t was vague" What type ot: girl. to, 
. , 
refer', to ' the', Loui,s.e, Home; and 2}, the.. Loilise Rome ,1s :too' far away 
, ,to' consider' a ,res.ource~' :The'respondehts,' all' dis:agreed' with. ' 
question A; fairly colls.1stentlydisagreed'with.question'2j, and 
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TABLE XIX 
FROM MULTNOMAH 
RESULTS 
(S.EAST)COUNTY 
PART I: REFERRAL INFORMATION N = 4 
%of 
Number Total 
Total Possible 
Referrals 20 100 
Number Actually 
Referred 14 70 
Number Referred 
to Louise Home 3 15 
Number Accepted 
at Louise Home 1 5 
Length of Stay Average/Per. 
in Position to 34 Months 
Refer Girls 
Villa St. Rose 
Number 
Listed 
3 
% of 
Total 
75 
Farm Home 1 25 
Christy 1 25 
Youth Adventures 1 25 
Hillcrest 1 25 
White Shield 1 25 
Youth Care Center 
Chehalem House 
Boys & Girls Aide 
Valadera 
Other 
No Response 
PART II:ATTITUDINAL SURVEY 
MEANS 
AGREEMENT NEUTRAL DISAGREEMENT 
1.00 2.00 2.50 3.01 3.51 4.0J 
to to to 3.00 to to to 
1.99 2.49 2.99 3.50 4.00 5.0( 
17 1,5,6,8, 20 4 
18,22
.000 
-
.001 

to 

.500 

11,19,23 10,16, 24,26,27 2 15,
.501 28 25to 

.750 

9 21
.751 

to 

1.000 
13 3 12 7,141.001 
to 
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less, consistently dis,agreed with, question 21. They all dis,agreed 
that:' the Louise ,Home administration does not provide adequate' ' 
leadership; fairly consistently dis,agreed'that cOlllDlunication was 
difficult with the Louise Home; and less consistently dis,agreed that 
there;wa~,good,follow-up after girls'were.released~ 
Mtiltn6mah County" -West (see Table XX,' p,age64) ~ 
Referral'dat~'fromWest ,Multnoma.h.County'"shows' the' follo~i1g 
important facts:' ,I) They'"referred 56% of the'total possible 
referralsj2)that40%of those.'actually referred ,were referred' 
,to, the', LoUise', Home; ',:3)' Louise Home ,: accepted'lOO%, of those ' 
referred; and 4) that Christy and Villa St. Rose,werementioned'by 
the'respondents',at apercen~age of 50% and 33%' respectively. 
, In the', attitudinal' data from this ,agency, we find fairly 
consistent ,agreement on questions, 23: and '28~ and less. cons.istent 
,agreei:ILent, onqu~stion 19; or they' ,agreed' that:', I}, the" school 
p~ogramwas,good;2) thereare.mor~ girls to refer'dur~ng the 
school ,year; ,and less consistently .agreed' that pre-placement visits 
:were valuable. ,,'The. respondents fairly consistently' "s,tr~ngly dis­
,agreed" witlL.. question26; or '~str~ngly dis,agreed" with' the statement 
that there ,were adequateresources,for,teeD:ag~ girls with.iiltheir, 
own connnunity. 'The' si.x,workers also" fai.rly ,consistently dis,agreed 
with"questions 10,"25:, and 27;' or' disagreed', that 1),
, 
gi.rls. have 
. 
,too much'freedom at the.Louise'Hoine;,2): the'Louise'Hoine is too 
far away to', consider' as a, resource; '. and .3}, there are .jnore, con­
venient res,ource~', for teenag~ girls within. their ,"c.ommunity. 
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TABLE XX 
FROM MULTNOMAH 
: RESULTS 
(WEST) COUNTY 
PART I: REFERRAL INFORMATION N = 6
--­
%of 
Number Total 
Total Possible 
Referrals 27 100 
Number Actually 
Referred 15 56 
Number Referred 
to Louise Home 6 22 
Number Accepted 
at Louise Home 6 22 
Length of Stay Average/Per. 
in Position to 41 MonthsRefer Girls 
Villa St. Rose 
Number 
lListed 
2 
% of 
Total 
33 
Parm Home 
Christy 3 50 
Youth Adventures 
Hillcrest 1 17 
White Shield 
Youth Care Center 
Chehalem House 
Boys & Girls Aide 
Valadera 
Other 
No Res}>onse 2 33 
PART II: ATTITUDINAL SURVEY 
MEANS 
AGREEMENT NEUTRAL DISAGREEMENT 
11100 2.00 2.50 3.01 4.0J 
to 
3.51 
to to 3.00 to to to 
1.99 2.49 2.99 5.0(3.50 4.00 
.000 
21,244,9,12, 2·7 

.001 
 20 

to 

.500 

23,28 
 14 26 
.501 

to 

.750 
19 
5,16,18 1,7 10,25 
2,3,6,13, 8 

.751 
 15,22 
,to 
1.000 
11,17 
1.001 
to 
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CoJiJDlents . from 'Mul tnomah . County. - . West, . 
"I s tr~ngly ,agree' witn Louise. Home'S. ' basi,c ' policy 

.of ,taking back runaways. I feel there.could be 

more time spent counseling the family as a whole." . 

"From my direct obserVation in having a girl at 

Louise,Home for eighteen months' (ending Jan. 1973), 

the.home was showing a number' of marked improvements 

in'a,number of areas including quality of staffing 

and in p~ogram content." . , 

Polk and 'Yamhill Counties (see Table XXI, page 66) 
The referral data from Polk-Yamhill C.S.D. shows: the'. followi:ng: 
.1) theyactually.~eferred 76%' of.thelr.total possible ,referrals; 
.2) of the'actual referrals, Louise Home received approximately 33%; and 
3)' 100% of those filling out the questionnaire listed Villa St. Rose 
and Chehalem'Rouseas other.centers to which they'referred: girls. 
In the attitudinal survey the' respondents£airly consistently 
."str~ngly .agreed" with questions 23 md28; or that the school p~ogram 
was .. good; and there were .more: girls. to refer during the school year • 
.There was complete.agreement am~ng the.respondents to question 5; that 
caseworkers do an adequate job at the ,Louise ,Home. There was fairly 
.consistent agreement on questions 6 and 16, and less frequent agree­
ment on 9, .11, and 13;' or. they' ,agreed that: I} Louise Rome Child care 
.workers are competent; 2}. the staff are in control; and less 
consistently ,agreed' that: I} th,e recreational pr:ogram is. an asset; 
2) visits" are usually a part of a girl's.: treatment program; and 3) . the 
Louise Home provides an effective residential treatment program. \There 
was fairly consisten~ strong dls;agreeinent with questions. 12,26 and ,27; 
or str~ng dis,agreement that: ',I} . home visit arrangements are not well 
planned; 2) there are adequate.local resources' for teenage: girls; and 
3) there are more convenient local resources' for teenage: girls. All 
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TABLE XXI : RESULTS 
FROM POLK/VAMHILL COUNTY 
PART I: REFERRAL INFORMATION N = '" 
%of 
Number Total 
Total Possible 
Referrals 29 100 
Number Actually 
Referred 22 76 
Number Referred 
to Louise Home 8 28 
Number Accepted 
at Louise Home 6 21 
Length of Stay Average/Per. 
in Posit1.on to 38 MonthsRefer Girls 
Villa St. Rose 
Number 
Listed 
it; 
% of 
Total 
100 
Farm Home 2 50 
Christy 
Youth Adventures 1 25 
Hillcrest 1 25 
White Shield 1 25 
Youth Care Center 
Chehalem House 4 100 
Boys & Girls Aide 
Valadera 
Other 2 50 
No Resp_onse 
PART lI:ATTITUDINAL SURVEY 
MEANS 
AGREEMENT NEUTRAL DISAGREEMENT 
1.00 2.00 2.50 4.0] 
to 
3.01 3.51 
to to to3.00 to to 
1.99 2.49 2.99 3.50 5.0(4.00 
24,25'5 
.000 
12,2610,15,6,1623,28
.001 21 
to 

.500 

1,18,22 
 27 
.501 '" 
to 

.750 

14­3,20 .17,199,11,13
.751 

to 

1.000 
8 27 
1.001 
to 
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the··workers di~agreed' with questions 24. and 25; or disagreed' that: 

1) .the.Louise',Home .places.. to~ great an emphasis. on .rel:igion; and 2) . the 

.Louise' H.oine· is .too far away. to . consider. as a resource.' :They fairly 

,consistently d:ls:agreed' with'questi,ons 10, ·15 and 21; or disagreed' 

that: 1) girls at the' Louise .Hoine have, too much . freedOm;2} ,. it. is vague
. , 
what type o~ girl,to.refer; and 3)' there is ,good follow-up after a 
girl is.released~ 'There was.less·consistent ,agreement on question 14;· 

'or they'generally di~agreed that the recreational'p~ogram is not a 

.valuable" part of' treatment, at the Louise' Home • 

. :CoJilIileJits ',' fr6mFolk: aJidYamhill: Counties 
t~Cotnmunication and. joint .planni:ng with caseworkers at 
. ,Louise'Hoine has improved~ 'Object, to' one hour pre~placement 
.screenings. , .Would prefer to bring girl up, for one Week' 
visit and ,remove if she doesn't,fit,into the'p~ogram~II' 
fir ',' am not that· famil:l..ar with, specifics of' treatment or 

,actual function~ng, b'ut know that, they' have, done an . 

excellent job with an extremely disturbe~' girl I,referred 

, ,to., thein~ u ' 

,nA1t~ugh.I didn't.refer' any girls' this past ,year 

I, . have' had one girl there since: 1972,: and 'have had 

a number' there, in .past'.years. II·' . 

': 'Umatilla': County: (see' Table XXr1;" page68) 
,The' referral information' from Umatilla '. County. indicates' that the 
,Louise'H.oine' accepted' only 30% of the',number: actually referred to ift. The 
.ave~age.l~gth,of stay.in a position of referral was is,months'longer 
than the'ave~age, for the', total sample~'In' addition," 67% ,of, those 
, fill~g out the' questionnaires,' did not indicate any other" treatment 
: . center', to ,which. they referred' girls.' . 
,Consider~ng·. the' attitudinal data, ,there was fairly consistent 
',agreement with statements' 5, 6,22' and, '28, or ,agreement that: 1) the 
caseworkers are competent; 2) the child care.workers'are.adequate; 
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TABLE XXI I : RESULTS 
FROM UMATI LLA COUNTY 
PART I: REFERRAL INFORMATION N = 6 
Number 
Total Possible 20Referrals 
Number Actually 10Referred 
Number Referred 4to Louise Home 
Number Accepted 3at Louise Home 
~umber % of 
%of Listed Total 
Total 
100 Villa St. Rose Farm Home 
50 Christy Youth Adventures 
1 17 
20 Hillcrest White Shield 
15 Youth Care Center Cheha1em House 1 1" 
Boys &Girls Aide 
Va1adera 
171 
4 
Length of Stay Average/Per. Other 
t:oin Position to No Response50 Months Refer Girls 
PART II :ATTITUDINAL SURVEY 
MEANS 
AGREEMENT NEUTRAL DISAGREEMENT 
1.00 2.00 4.0] 
to 
2.50 3.01 3.51 
to to to to3.00 to 
1.99 2.49 5.0(2.99 3.50 4.00 
.000 
-
25 
.001 

to 

.500 

5,6,22,28 
18,2017 
14,26 
.501 

to 

.150 

11,23 
4,7,12,2~9 
2 

.751 

1,3,13, 
16,19 
to 
1.000 
10 8,15,2127 
1.001 
to 
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3),themedical,needs of th~ girls are ,sufficiently met; and 4} there 
'areinor~ girls ,to 1;'efer ,duri:ng the'school,year than in the's,ummer~ 
There was less consistent ,agreement ,that the school program was, ,good. 
, , , 
In addition, there was, consistent stro,ng ,agreement, that, runaways 

are a problem' at, the', Louise'Home. '.. 'And, 'lastly" there : was ,consistent 

dis,agreement with statements ,25, 14 and 26'; or dis,agreement that: 

,I) the',Louise',Hoine, is too far away, to -consider as a resource; 

,2), there are,more.convenient resources' locally;and3} the recreational 

p~ogtam is.not a valuable part of treatment. 

"Some.questions'are impossible.to,answeroecause,We 
have ,never', heard, about what medical, staff, they 
have,.what,they eat, what recreation the.reis. I 
, ,don't. particularly like the' type of answers or 

choices'indicated for certain qu~stions.n 

"I: have .referre~' girls' several,years, ,ago to, their, 

'p~ogramand 1 have.felt,thatthey' did every 

, ,effort, to ,help ',our, referrals ~ It 

, 'union -: CotiIity: (see' Table XXIII, p,age 70}, 
,The teferral,infQrmation from Union County shoWs that the. 

Louise Rome accepted"half of the'number'~actually referred~, This 

information is based on only one ,person's questionnaire,'but 1m­
,portantly,' this person has been'in a,position of referral 14 

months ',l~nger than the, average, person in, the' study. ' 

,Consideri:ng the attitudinal data, ,there was str~ng ,agreement 
with, statement, 23.,', that, the' school program is" good. There' was 
,str~ng di~agreeinent wit~, statements '26, and ,27., "that, there' are 
adequate, and more ,convenient resources',for .adolescent' girls'locally. 
~erewas,also str~ng disagreeinentthat the release o~ girls from 
. .. .~ ~ 
the' Louise Home fswell,planned' (statement 20). ,'In addition, there 
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TABLE XXIII .RESULTS 
FROM UNION COUNTY 
PART I: REFERRAL INFORMATION = 
--­
N 1 
%of 
Number Total 
Total Possible 
Referrals 2 100 
Number Actually 
Referred 2 100 
Number Referred 
to Louise Home 1 50 
Number Accepted 
at Lou'1se Home 1 50 
Length of Stay Average/Per. 
in Position to 48 Months Refer Girls 
lNumber 
Listed 
% of 
Total 
Villa St. Rose 
Farm Home 
Christy 
Youth Adventures 
Hillcrest 
White Shield 
Youth Care Center 
Chehalem House 
Boys & Girls Aide 
Valadera 
Other 
No Response 
1 
1 
100 
100 
PART II: ATTITUDINALSURVEY 
MEANS 
AGREEMENT NEUTRAL DISAGREEMENT 
1.00 2.00 2.50 3.01 4.0J 
to 
3.51 
to to to3.00 to to 
1.99 2.49 2.99 3.50 4.00 5.0C 
Ii::.) 
. 2,3,5,6, 1,4,10 ~O,26 
12,13,15, 
3,8,9,11 
14,16',18 21,25 ~7 
.000 2417,19,22, 
?R 
.001 

to 

.500 

.501 

to 

.750 

.751 

to 

1.000 
1.001 
to 
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was ,agreement with statements 2, 3, 5, 6, 12" 13;15,17, 19, 22, , 
and '28; or ,agreement that: ',ll communication is difficult with' the 
Louise Home; ,2}: the' intake' process is, inconvenient; 3) the case-' 
workers ,do an ,adequate' job;'4}' the,child·care,W'ork.ers are competent; 
5) ,home visi.ts, aren't ,well planned;6} the'. Louis.e',Home 1.s an 
effective residential treatment ,center; 7l it is vague what type 
o~ girl,to'refer;'8) runaways,are aproblemj 9}pre~place~nt visits 
are valuable; ,10) .1Iledicalneeds of, t~ girls are:met',sufficiently; 
11) there areiDor~ girls in the' school year .to refer', ,than during 
the summer. On the other,hand, there Was disagreement with statements 
1, 4, 10, 21 and ,25, or di~agreeiDent that: ,1) ,the organizational 
structure,of the', Louise, HoiDe facilitates' its operation; 2) ,the 
administration doesn't.provide effective.leadership; 3}' th~' girls 
have.toc) ,much' freedom; 4) ,there ,iB: ,good ,follow-up after release; 
and5} ,the'.Louise.Home is. too far away teL consider', as a resource. 
, 'Comments' ftomUIiion: Cotlri.ty' 
"Ou~eriencehas been', that the'successof a 
,placement at Louise'Home is.so dependent on the 

indiVidual'caseworkerwho is, assigned' the case;.' 

Of the two' cases,I.'\Te .heen' involved 'with' at LoUise 

,HoiDe, I felt,theY·have.done an 'excellent ,job with' 
,the'~ one.' . The' caseworker', communicates , readily with, 

the', county' and ,planning isa. cooperative effort. 

The other case, is a different story.' 'One week' we 

, ,receive a.report that things are. going well. 'The' 

next.week'we'receive a,telephone'call demandi:ng 

,we' pick up t~' girl immediately' as she is no 

,longer' appropriate for their pz:ogram. In all' 

fairness, however~ t~ girl was a pill, and there 

were ,personality' clashes.involved~" 
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Wallowa:~County; (see Table XXIV, p,age 73), 
,The',teferral information' from Wallowa', County. is 'from one in­
d1vidual • .'This ,person referred',all of hiaor her"actual referra~s 
,to the' Loui,se ,Home (2., gf,rls), ,none of which.were 'accepted~ 'Sixteen' 
,out ,of, the', twenty ,attitudinal, responses ,were neutral. .'This : may 
be', related', to', the"individual's, relatively' short "l~ngth: of time in 
a ,position to ~efe~'girls, andlack,of ~ny o~~go~ng,contactwith 
the.LoUiseHome.' There was ,agreement with', statements 1, 2, 3; 
4,.:17 and 19 ... 'Renee this ,worke~',felt ,that ,communication with the 
Louise', Hoine ,is, 4ifficult, ' the' intake', process' is ' inconvenient, and 
, ,runaways are a problem~ 'The',worker",agreed str~nglyw:lth .. statement 
,15, that, it, is v:ague ,what type of, girl. should be 'referred to the 
Louise ',Hoine ~ 
,"Th.e completion of this.questionnaire,is extremely 
v:aguebecaUse'I have ,never had a girl enter or ,complete 
,the'pr:ogramat,LouiseHome.' In the ,referral material 
. ,aent tome by Louise Home, ' the type of girl who should 
, ,be referred to, this facility. is clearly stated~'However' 
, ,my two .. contacts with' this' facility left ,me with. the " 

,feeli:ng that my ,i=eferrals ,were, inappropriate" because 

, . they ,would ,be', too hard to handle.' I 'have ,never sent 

a "Written.. t;'eferral, to Louise', Home', because' my initial 

phone ,contacts were ,negative;' and I ,received ,verbal 

1ndicationthat ~y referrals,were,Unacceptable~' My 

,offi.ce, is, in a ,very small county',where" resources are 

extremely li.m1ted~II' 

, 'Washiiigton: County, (see Table XXV, page 74), 
,The dat~ from Washi:ngton:County'was'providedby one person., 
,All ofth~' girls:actually ,referred', to,the.LouiseHome',were accepted 
by the.Louise,Home.No other, treatment ,center'was listed as a 
l;eferral source.' 
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TABLE XXIV 
FROM WALLOWA 
RESULTS 
COUNTY 
PART I: REFERRAL INFORMATION N = ___ 
%of 
Number Total 
Total Possible 
Referrals a 100 
Number Actually 
Referred 2 100 
Number Referred 
to Louise Home 2 '100 
Number Accepted 
at Louise Home 0 0 
Length of Stay Average/Per. 
in Position to 20 Months Refer Girls 
Villa St. Rose 
Number 
Listed 
1 
%of 
Total 
100 
Farm Home 1 100 
Christy 
Youth Adventures 
Hillcrest 
White Shield 
Youth Care Center 
Chehalem House 
Boys &Girls Aide 
Valadera 1 1UU 
Other 
No Response 
PART II: ATTITUDINALSURVEY 
MEANS 
AGREEMENT NEUTRAL DISAGREEMENT 
.000 
15 
1.00 
to 
1.99 
2.00 
to 
2.49 
1-3,11, 
17,19 
2.50 
to 
2.99 
3.00 
4-6,9,10 
12-14,16 
18,20-24 
28 
3.01 
to 
3.50 
3.51 
to 
4.00 
7,8,25 
4.01 
to 
S.Ot 
26, 
27 
.001 
to 
.500 
.501 
to 
.750 
.751 
to 
1.000 
1.001 
to 
---
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TABLE XXV : RESULTS 
FROM WASHINGtoN COUNTY 
PART I: REFERRAL INFORMATION N = 1 
%of 
Number Total 
Total Possible 
Referrals 
,. 100 
Number Actually 
Referred 3 -75 
Number Referred 
to Louise Home 
,. 100 
Number Accepted 
at Louise Home 3 75 
Length of Stay Average/Per. 
in Position to NA 
Refer Girls 
Villa St. Rose 
Number 
Listed 
% of 
Total 
Farm Home 
Christy_ 
Youth Adventures 
Hillcrest 
White Shield 
Youth Care Center 
Chehalem House 
Boys &Girls Aide 
Valadera 
Other 
No Response 1 100 
PART II: ATTITUDINALSURVEY 
MEANS 
AGREEMENT NEUTRAL DISAGREEMENT 
1.00 2.00 4.0] 
to 
2.50 3.513.01 
to to to to to3.00 
1.99 2.49 2.99 5.0(3.50 4.00 
1,5-7,9, 2,8,13,17 . 3,",10, 
11,16,19, 18,20,28 12,14, 

.000 
 22,23 15,21, 
24-27 
.001 

to 

.500 

.501 

to 

.750 

.751 

to 

1.000 
1.001 
to 
, ,75 

Washiiigton ': County, (continued) 
,Consider~g, the', attitudinal data, th.e neutral, response" was 
used. for six ,statements~' 'There, was ,agreelnent' with.: statements,l, 
" 5, 6 t 7,: 9'-.. 11, ,'16,22: and: 23,., :w;eflecting, a, positive attitude 
,towards.administration" casework, '" child' care,' and, the'. school p~ogtaDl. 
, , 
There was dis;agreem.ent with ,statements ,.3," 4,,10, 12,,14, ..15, ,21:, 

24',. ,25:,26:, and ,,27. " ,All.of ' these, statements. were i1:egatively' 

constructed. statements, , except, for 21:,,26' and ,27 • ~ ,The, referral 

person did.then di~agree thatthere,i~.good,follow-up; and that 

there' are "adequ~te. and ,more convenient resources' within Washi:ngton 

~ ~ . . 
,County', for adolescent girls.' 'Ill:, general tho,ugh, ,this.worker's,
, . 
opinions about· the', Louise, Home p~ogram' proved', to" be ,overall,very 

positive. ' 

, 'LiIinJC6unty:: (Utiit'I) , ,(see Table XXVI, page, 76) 
'The ref~rral information from this.c~~nty'shoWs:that '16% of 
,the'. county!s.actual,referralswere referred to the Louise ,Home and 
,that Louise,Hoine: accepted', none. '. 'In, addition, ,half of the referral 
,persons listed Villa St. ,Rose' as ,another"treatment center to which. 
they' referred•. 'There was, totai,agreem.ent, with:.. statement 17 that 
runaways' are, a . problem, 'and with statement '28~·, that there are more 
girls ,to, refer tothe.Louise,Homedur~ng the school year, than,during 
,the ,summer. ' 'Ll.kewise, $tatements ,25:,26 and·2T, received' unanimous 
di~agreement •. Thus, ,for tM,s. county, the', Louis,e ,Ho.1newas not too 
far away, to .. consider as a ,resource.', ,'Moreover~ ,the'Workers ,felt, there 
were.not,adequate resources'within.their,own commUnity'for adolescent 
girls ~ 'Res.ponses, to all, other' statements,were, unanimous,ly, neutral, 
indicati:ng a possible lack of ,knowl~dge about, the"p~ogram. 
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TABLE XXV! RESULTS 
FROM LINN COUNTY 
(Unit I) 
PART I: REFERRAL INFORMATION N = 4 
%of 
Number Total 
Total Possible 
Referrals 14 100 
Number Actually 
Referred 8 57 
Numb"er Referred 
to Louise Home 1 7 
Number Accepted 
at Louise Home 0 0 
Length of Stay Average/Per. 
in Position to 36 Months Refer Girls 
Villa St. Rose 
lNumber 
tListed 
% of 
Total 
2 50 
Farm Home 
Christy 1 25 
Youth Adventures 
Hillcrest 
White Shield 
Youth Care Center 
Cheha1em House 
Boys & Girls Aide 
Va1adera 
Other 4 100 
No Response 
PART II: ATTITUDINAL SURVEY 
MEANS 
AGREEMENT NEUTRAL DISAGREEMENT 
1.00 2.00 2.50 3.01 4.0.J 
to 
3.51 
to to toto to3.00 
1.99 2.49 5.Q( 
11,28 
2.99 3.50 4.00 
1-16,·18­ 25-21 
24
.000 
.001 

to 

.500 
.501 

to 

.750 

.751 

to 

1.000 
1.001 
to 
,77 

'Comments "from' Linn: CoWity,: (Un! t ' I) 
,"Seems ridiculous to fill out this... form when'Ihave 

'nevfar', used the resource, simply, to ,meet an arbitrary 

'criteria', fornmnbers "of forms, completed! It 

,	"I 'am, not familiar enough with., the' Louise' Hoine" or 

it's. policy -to participate', in thiS., research proj ect. U 

,"I. do" not have any direct' knowledge of' present 

, ,Louiae', Hoine operation, as I have' 'had, no girls' in 

, ,residence" therfa. for ,several "years. n ' 

'''I:have 'had ,no contact with. the',home. It 
, 'Linn 	County': (Unit: II} (see'Tab1e XXVII, 'page 78) 
The'referra1 information for this county indicates that the sample 
,referred 50% of ' their. actual, referrals, to the Louise Home and had 

50% oftheinaccepted~' In addition, the'ave:r:age l~ngthof time in 

aposition:ofreferra1was near1y'20~,months',less than the,tota1 

sample' ave:r:age of 34',months, 'which. s,uggests that the' workers tended, to 

be',new~ ,'Half ,of, the" samp1e'listed' Vi11a',St~ 'Rose as an additional 

referral resource. " 

The'majority'of this,county's,attitud!na1 responses ,were either 

neutral (13,' ,17, 20" 21',:22~, '24; '28}"s~ight1y in ,agreei:rJ.ent (1',' 5, 

6, 9, ',11, '1516,' 18" 23) " 'or, s~ight:1y . in dis,agreement (4:, 7" 10, ,12, 

14, ,'25). 'There was ,consistent ,agreement with question 23 'that 'pre-

placement visits" are va1u~b1e;' and less', consistent ,agreement with 

question 3, that the intake'processis.inconvenient. 'Therewas 

consistent dis,agreement w:ith. statements 2 and 8, 'or disagreement 

,that it, is. difficult, to, communicate WitlL the', Louise Home' and that 
the, Louise ',Home' treatment philosophy' is, clear., There, was less', cons,istent 
dis,agreement with.. statements 26 and ·27'. ,'Here the', county di~agreed that 
,there are adequate and more convenient residentia1,treatment resources' 

locally. ' 

---
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TABLE XXVI I: RESULTS 
FROM LINN COUNTY 
(Unit II) 
PART I: REFERRAL INFORMATION N = G 
Total Possible 
Referrals 
Number Actually 
Referred 
Number Referred 
to Louise Home 
Number Accepted 
at Louise Home 
Length of Stay 
in Position to 
Refer Girls 
Number 
8 
4 
2 
1 
% of 
%of Listed 
Number 
Total 
Total 
Villa St. Rose 502 100 Farm Home 
Christy50 Youth Adventures 
Hillcrest25 White Shield 
Youth Care Center13 Chehalem House 
Bovs & Girls Aide 
Valadera 
Average/Per. 	 Other 
No Response 2 50 18 Months 
PART II: ATTITUDINALSURVEY 
MEANS 
AGREEMENT 	 NEtITRAL DISAGREEMENT 
1.00 2.00 2.50 3.01 3.51 4.0J 
to to to to to3.00 to 
1.99 2.49 2.99 3.50 4.00 5.0e 
13,17,20, 
21,22,24
.000 28 
.001 

to 

.500 

19 28 

.501 

4,7,10,1,5,9,11, 
12,14,2515,16,18, 
to 23 
.750 

26,27

.751 

to 

1.000 
1.001 
to 
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.C01iDD.ents ':' f tom' Linn: County<(Unit' I.I) 
"I:have ,not had opportunity', to ,obs.erVe . Louise ',Hoine and 

, ,form· opinions on the'· previous .questions. ' 

tincoln ,: Colinty: (see Table XXVIII, . p.age ao} 
This. county'" ~eferred' nearlY'!l>% of ,its, actual, referrals. to', the' 
LoUise' Hoine, ,but only :50%' of these ,Were,accepted~ , 'Villa St~ Rose 
was listed'by75% of the' sample as an additional place of ,referral. 
In,comparison thesample'was also,nearly't:w:o'years "newer" in their 
positions of ~eferral, thail the avez:age ' for all, counties.'•. 
,Overall; ,this,county's.responses.to the attitudinal survey tended 
to be' diverse' and·, extreme. 'There, was, total ,agreement' with statements 
6 and 16;; and near ,total .agreement' wi,th', statements 1 and 11. 'In othex­
'Words,' theY·,.agreed', that:' 1)' the ~rganizationalstructure facilitates 
,Louise',Home operation;2}"child care.Workers are ,competent; 3)' the 
,staff arein.control;4),visits'by friends and,relatives'are a part of 
a girl's, treatment. 'There was also'. consistent stro.ng ,agreement with 
statements 17" 19and.23;'or strong ,agreement: I} that runaways are a 
problem'; ',2) , pre-placement visits'. are 'valuable; 'and3r that the school 
'px:ogram iB: good •. :There was less, consistent .agreement with statements 
'12, :15 and 20, 'or .agreement: 'I) , that ,home visits' are ,not well planned; 
,2), that ,it is yaguewh.at type o~ girl.to-refer' to the Louise.Rome; 
·3), that the release o~ girls is well,planned~ 'In addition, there was 
.consistent disagreement with'statements'3;lO and 14; or disagreement 
1) . that the' intake'process is inconven1ent;'2) ,that, the:' girls have too 
much' freedom; . and3}'that .the recreational pz:ogram is, not a valuable 
part of' treatment. :There ,was str~ng disagreement cons.istently with 
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TABLE XXVIII: RESULTS 
FROM I,INCOI,N COUNTY 
PART I: REFERRAL INFORMATION N = --+h­
%of 
Number Total 
Total Possible 
Referrals 13 100 
Number Actually 
Referred 7 59 
Number Referred 
to Louise Home 6 46 
Number Accepted 
at Louise Home 3 23 
Length of Stay Average/Per. 
in Position to 
Refer Girls 14.25 MONTHS 
% of 
Listed 
Number 
Total 
3 75Villa St. Rose 
Farm Home 
Christy 
Youth Adventures 
Hillcrest 
White Shield 
Youth Care Center 
Chehalem House 
Boys & Girls Aide 
Valadera 
J.Other 2" 
.L 25No Response 
PART II :ATTITUDINAL SURVEY 
MEANS 
AGREEMENT NEUTRAL DISAGREEMENT 
1.00 2.00 2.50 4.01 
to 
3.01 3.51 
to to to to to3.00 
1.99 2.49 2.99 3.50 4.00 5.0C 
6,16 13,18 
.000 
19,23 1,11 3,10 26,27
.001 

to 

.500 

5,7 8,25 
.501 

to 

.750 

12,15,20 2 4 21,24 

.751 

to 

1.000 
9,28 22 
1.001 
to 
17 14 
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statements... 26, ,27,-, S,and ,25; or ,str~ng di~agreement :1) that the Louise 
,Home' treatment, philosophy', is, clear, to.me; '.. 2) .' that, the'. Louise. Home i.a. too 
far away;, and 3) "that there are ,more. conveni.ent and adequate .. residential 
treatment resources,locally~· 
:CoJiDilents ;from' Lincoln: County': 
"Child'care centers require.court,wardship. 'I.would 

.consider', Louise' only', to" prevent .' maki:ilg a. child' a . ward. 

'Treatment is.about,the same. 1f 

"I:have.very little firsthand knowle:dge of the,Louis.e·· 

, . Roine, '. as I. do . not have a' caseload ,'of " children', and 'a.m. not 

involved in the referral' process ~ '. ,'However' on several 

,occasions·.ithas .c.ome to,my',attention that there. has 

, ,been' a lack,of conununication in ,planning. The Louise 

,Homehas,sen~ girls home for visits.w1thout.advising the' 

, ,local caseworker' and has not, advised .. the local ,agency, . 

of ,plans, Or included' theiu in the· plans. This has 

presented hardships for' the girls ,as well as their 

,workers~' .'Louise Kome has ,contacted our .foster homes;' 

without.ourknow.le:dge such,as ma~g plans for a.holiday 

visit. I.' . 

CHAPTER IV 

SUMMARY 
8: 

,EVALUATIONS 

OVer-all, we are pleased with the study and its results. We have, 
however, encountered certain problem areas and limitations. Our major 
problem involved the issue of sampling bias. Our original intention was 
to .sample every caseworker in every county. We quickly realized that 
this would be impossible for various reasons. For example, in Marion 
County the district director refused to administer the questionnaire to 
all his workers, and instead agreed to have only ten filled out by 
those who have had the most contact with the Louise Home. In other 
counties similar barriers to random sampling were present in different 
degrees. Therefore, having the district directors administer the 
questionnaire was good in that we were able to get a large return, 
but at the expense of having control over sampling bias. As a result 
our ,samples are by no means random. It is important to note then 
that our results and conclusions are only indications rather than 
firm statistical trends to make inferences .. from. 
Other problems involved gaps in our analysis and questionnaire. 
For example, it would have helped to compute or correlate from 
our data how many individuals referred girls only to th,e Louise Home, 
only to other centers, or to both. We 4id not do this. It also 
would have helped in question six of PART I of the questionnaire to 
ask them how many girls they referred to each center they li,sted. 
Then we could have more accurately determined where each group 
tended to refer. 
An additional area of concern ,was the fact that we failed to 
somehow differenti,ate the data from those, counties whQweX'~ g;rouped 
under one district di,rector. For example, in Harney and Malheur; 
Josephine and Jackson; Klamath and Lake; and Polk and Y~ll Count~es 
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we did not pre-arrange for the di.strict di,rectors to indicate in 
their returned questionnaires from which of the counties in their juris­
diction each one came. As a result we were not'able to differentiate 
the attitudes of the individual counties involved. 
Lastly, we have concerns about how we could have better dealt 
with the variable of distance, as it seeins so essential to our analysis 
of a statewide treatment program. In PART II of the questionnaire we 
had one statement about distance "the Louise Home is too far away to 
consider as a resource." The response'to this statement failed to 
get at the issue as we intended. We feel it tended to reflect 
instead a strong need for residential centers and a lack of them 
locally. It would have been valuable in our computer run to add 
the variable of physical distance and correlate it to all the 
attitudinal questions. An alternative would be to take key state­
ments that seem to relate to distance, as home visits, follow-up, and 
pre-placement visits, and go through each c;unty's respons~s to see 
if they varied according to the county's mileage from the Louise 
Home. This is an area then for further study. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Prom our study we have put together three basic conclusions cOllcem~ng: 
1) the total sample response; 2} the individual county responses; and 
3) the correlations between referral information and the attitudinal 
responses. 
Looking at the total sample, of the twenty-eight attitudinal responses 
nineteen were for the most part neutral with slight agreement or disagree­
ment, four were consistent agreement, two were consis.tent disagreement, 
and one was consistent strong disagreement. Importantly though, the 
"agreements" in whatever degree they existed, tended to be with positive 
statements about the Louise Home program; and the "disagreements" with 
negative statements. In other words, looking at the total sample in and 
of itself, it· seems that there is both a neutral and a positive attitude 
trend, with a few exceptions. These exceptions are significant to note 
in that they indicate areas of real and potential concern about the 
program. It is also significant to note those areas of the Louise Home 
program to which there are consistently positive attitudes indicated to 
show the agency's felt strong points. The areas of concern then involved 
runaways, especially; the treatement philosophy; the follow-up after 
release. They felt strong points were pre-placement visits; the school 
program; and the handling of visits by friends and relatives. Looking 
lastly at the referral information for the total sample, it is our feeling 
that the Louise Home gets referred a large proporti.on of the actual 
referrals in the state (more than one-third); but th.at it only accepts a 
little over half of them. 
Considering. th.e results from each of the individual countie9, th.e 
neutral and positive trend existing in the total s8Jllp1e is~ not. as appaX'ent. 
It is our finding that th.ere Is great variation from county to county in 
their attitudes and referral behaviors. This variation 1s one not only of 
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degree, but also of response. In other words each individual county is 
unique. Each county has different concerns, different areas about 
which they lack knowledge, as well as different areas in which they 
are satisfied with the Louise Home program. It is difficult then 
to make any over-all conclusions concerning the individual counties, 
other than that they should be looked at and dealt with individually. 
Lastly with reference to the correlation between referral in­
formation and attitudinal responses, it is our findi,ng that there 
does not seem to be an association between the numbe~ of girls referred 
to the Louise Home by an individual CSD worker and his or her 
attitudes about the program as tested in our study. This lack of 
association also seems to hold true for the l~ngth of time the worker 
was in a position to refer girls to the Louise Home. In other words, 
it is apparent that contact with the Louise Home through the referral 
and placement process, as well as being in a position to refer girls to. 
the Louise Home, does not significantly effect worker's over-all atti­
tudes about the program. We found this result to be perplexing, 
especially considering the extreme attitudes and comments at times. 
We considered the disagreement with statement 26, and strong dis­
agreement with statement 27 as a possible explanation for this 
seemingly incongruous result. More than any other two statements 
on the questionnaire these two had the most consistent and strong 
response. It is apparent then that an overriding attitude, almost 
above all others, inmost counties was that "there was not adequate 
and ·more· convenient resources locally for the type of gi.rl that would 
be eligible for the Louise Home program." This tact would seem to then 
partially explain why attitudes about the Louise H~~e do not ya~r w~th 
the number of referrals to it. The element of choice seems to have 
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been eltminatedby the fact that what the Louise Home has to offer is 
a limited resource. If.resources weren't.so scarce for residential 
treatment of teenage girls, we feel that attitudes would tend to have 
more effect upon the number of girls referred by e.S.D. workers. 
In some counties we think there is a trend toward develop~ng more 
community resources. This leads us to believe that the Louise Home 
may not always be in its present position. In the future the Louise 
Home might be faced with decreasing referrals from county agencies. 
This may be due to the trend toward more localized treatment. 
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;RECOMMENDATIONS 
We have four:: general recommendations. The' f::trst recQl1J:D1endation 
has to do with how we feel the data in the questionnaire may be 
,utilized by the Louise Home personne1~ and the' others inyo1ye ~ug­
gestions of ways to follow up on this study. 
1. 	 There are four primary ways which we feel' the Louise Ho~e 
may utilize the results of our study. They are as follows: 
A. 	 The social worker may use the data collected on 
each county in his/her daily contacts with the case­
~orkers from those counties. We feel this may allow 
the social worker to be more sensitive to the county 
caseworkers' areacof concern. 
B. 	 Data compiled on each county can be reviewed by 
individuals making public relations visits in order 
to be more aware of and responsive to each county. 
C. 	 Data from the study could be used to evaluate the 
manner in which each county is being served by the 
Louise Home and why? It may be that for reasons of 
distance, size, etc. that counties cannot .be served 
the same. For example, home and pre-placement visits 
may need to be planned more thoroughly where more 
distant counties are involved. 
D. 	 The data may be used to determine what areas of 
residential treatment need improvement with respect 
,to the attitudes of each county. 
2. 	 We recOllllDend furth.er research in those counties' wb..ose 
respons,es indicate many ~egative attitudes~In our 
opinion these counties' i.nclude Ma'X'ion and Baker' Count;tes. 
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.	This .could, b,e as s iJDpIe ,as ,send~ng an indi:Vi.,dual to, that 
county-t~ gatherJJlore S,pect~ic;. feedback., ah9ut .thoae' areas of 
conce;ril. 
3.' 'We .~u:gges.t tha.t the'.Louiae.HQmeprepare aD'rtef' evaluation 
. . 
fom l.di.i.cQ can be used upon teDllination with.. eac~ gi.rl. The 
fOXln could be sent to the. hoioe ,county casewOX'ke~", as1d:ng 
them to evaluate LQuise Homeservtces~ '!mportant are~s·to 
include would be: 1) pre-placement visits; 21 home visits, 
3) terminati.on; 4} follow-up care. 
4. 	 We ~uggest that those. counties which. had 1l.lany "neut'ral" 
res.ponses b~ given In<;>J:'e informat:t.on about the Louise. H.o.me 
and the type of program it provides. It i$ our cQntention 
that these counties know little about the' services the 
Louise Rome has to offer~ 
/ AP}lENDICES . 
---------
APPENDIX I 

Questionnaire Number 
---
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tNTRODUCTION 
THE ;FOLLO~NG QUESTIQNNAIRE HAS BEEN DESIGNED ,BY :rHl\EE, GRADUATE 
STUDENTS l:'RO~ J,lOR,TLAND STA.TE' UNIVERSITY1 S, SCHOOL OJ:' SOCIAL WORK. THE 
rURPOSEOF THE qUESTlONNAlRE IS: 1.) TO COLLECT FERTXNENT REFERRAL DATA; 
AND 2. )TO SURVEY !\TTrrunES' OF CHILDREN'S, SERVICES WORKERS TOWARDS THE 
LOUrSE HOME PROGRAM. 'THE RESULTS OF THIS QUESTIONNAIRE WILL BE MADE AVAIL­
ABLE TO THE LOUISE HOME STAFF -TO FACILITATE THE EVALUATION OF THEIR TREAT­
MENT PROGRAM. 
IT IS REQUESTED THAT YO~ ANSWER EACH QUESTION TO THE BEST OF YOUR 
ABILITY, _AND THAT YO~ RESl'OND TO ALL OF THE QUESTIONS. THANK YOU FOR YOUR 
COOPERATION. ' 
PART 	 I: REFERRAL INFORMATION 
1. 	 Do you take part in the referral of girls between ·theages of 12 and 18 
for placement in residential treatment centers? (Circle One) 
YES NO 
2. 	 Over the past year(1973) how many girls from the ages of 12 to 18 on 
your case10ad could have benefitted from being placed in a residential 
treatment center? (Number of Cases) 
3. 	 How many of these girls did you refer to such residential centers in the 
past year (1973)? (Number of Cases) 
4. 	 How many girls did you refer to 'the Louise Home in the past year (1973)1 
(Number of Cases~, 
5. 	 How many of the girls that you referred to the Louise Home in the past 
year (1973) were accepted? (Number of Cases) 
------~----------
6. 	 To what other residential treatment centers did you refer girls in th~ 
12 to 18 year old age group in the past year (1973)? (Please List) 
7. 	 How l~ng have YQU been 1-n a l'osi.ti..on (present job' 11lacement) to be 
involved in some. way ;i,n th.e poas~ble 'X'efet:ral of,' girls to residential 
treatment centers? CN~ber of Xonths} , 
--------­
2. 

~MT 3:1.; ATTITUDlNAL SURVEY 
. i 	 , " , ' 
'OREAcaOF THE FOLLO~NG QUEST!ONSTHERE ARE FIVE FOSSIBLE RESPONSES. 
FLEASE CIRCLE THE ONE RESPONSE FOR EACa qUESTION THAT BEST REPRESENTS YOUR 
QPl.NION. 
SAm'LE QUESTION: 
a. The Louise Home is a residential treatment center. 
strongly agree neutral disagree strongly disagree 
1. The organizational structure at the Louise Home facilitates its operation. 
strongly agree agree neutral disagree strongly disagree 
2. Trying to communicate with the Louise Home is difficult. 

strongly agree agree neutral disagree strongly disagree 

3. The intake process at the Louise Home is inconvenient. 

strongly 'agree agree , neutral disagree strongly disagree 

4. The Louise Home administration does not provide effective leadership. 

strongly agree agree neutral disagree strongly disagree 

'¥ 
5. Caseworkers at the Louise Home do an adequate job. 

strongly agree agree neutral disagree strongly disagree 

6. Louise Home child care workers are competent. 

strongly agree agree neutral disagree 'strongly disagree 

7. The physical facilities at the Louise Home are below standard. 

strongly agree agree neutral disagree strongly disagree 

8. The Louise Home treatment philosophy is clear to me. 

strongly agree agree neutral d!.sagree strongly disagree 

9. 	 The recreati,on prqgra,;lll;i.~ a.n asset to the LQui.se Home" 
~trongly ,agree ,agt;ee ' neutral d;l..sagree 
la, Girls at. the Loui.se Home have too' much. freedQ~~ 
strongly ,agree' agree neutral disagree str~ngly disagree 
11. 	 Visits by friends arid relatives' to the Louise Home are usually part of 
. a girl's individual treatment program. 
strongly agree agree neutral .rf;C!o ............... 

3. 

ag;r;ee neutl;s,l strongly dt~agree 
13.' 	 Loui,se Home provides an effect1.ve tes~,denti,al treatment program. 
strongly agree agree' neutral dis,agree' strongly disagree 
14. 	 The recreation program is not a valuable part of treatment at the Louise 
Home. 
strongly agree agree neutral disagree strongly disagree 
15. 	 It is vague what type of girl should be referred to the Louise Home. 
strongly agree agree neutral disagree strongly disagree 
16. 	 The staff are in'control at the Louise Home. 
..ifrongly agree agree neutral disagree strongly disagree 
17. 	 Runaways are a problem at the Louise Home. 
strongly agree agree neutral disagree strongly disagree 
18. 	 Louise Home provides a sound nutritional diet. 
strongly agree agree neutral disagree strongly disagree 
19. 	 Pre-placement visits to the Louise Home are valuable. 
strongly agree agree neutral disagree strongly disagree 
20. 	 Release of girls from the Louise Home is well planned. 
stronglyu agree agree neutral disagree strongly disagree 
21. 	 There is good follow-up by the Louise Home after girls are released. , 
strongly agree agree neutral disagree strongly disagree 
22. 	 The medical needs of girls at the Louise Home are met sufficiently. 
strongly agree agree neutral disagree strongly disagree 
23.' 	 The school program at the Louise Rome is, good. 
strongly ,agree agree neutral disagree strongly disagree 
24. 	 The Louise Rome places too great an emphasis on' religi.on ~ 
strongly ,agree ,agree neutral disagree' str~ngly disagree 
4. 

25, The Lou~seHQ~e ~s tOQ ~a~ a~~¥ tQ consider as a ~esource, 
neut;t;'s,l disagJ;ee strongly dis,agree 
26 ~ 	 Thei:e. .A:r;e adeCJ..uate resoui;ces tor '. teen~age girls who Would be eligible 
tor the Lou!J~e Home prQgi;am wj.,thi.nour own communit1~ 
27. 	 There are more convenient resources for teenage girls who would be 
eligible for the Louise Home program within our own community. 
strongly agre~ agree neutral disagree strongly disagree 
28. 	 There are more girls to refer to the Louise Home during the school year 
than during the summer. 
strongly agree agree neutral disagree strongly disagree 
COMMENTS: 
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Dear____________________ 
One of the continuing problems of providing services to troubled 

adolescent girls at the Louise Home, is giving a clear understanding 

of the services that we are able to provide to the community. In 

an effort to deal with this difficulty we have enlisted the aid 

of three graduate students from Portland State University, School 

of Social Work, in designing a study to gather attitudes from 

Children Service Workers regarding the Louise Home. The students 

involved in the project are: John Adsit, Wendy Heinz, and George 

Nagel. I feel that this study will be a great value to the Louise 

Home and your staff and would appreciate your assistance in this 

endeavor. 

During the month of November one of the three above mentioned 
students will be phoning you t·o ask for some preliminary informa­
. tion which will include the following: 
1. 	 Who in your office can initiate a referral to the 
Louise Home? 
2. 	 Must this referral be authorized? If so, by whom? 
-Once these students have gathered this preliminary"information they 
will again be making contact with some of the Children's Services 
Division agencies in order to administer their questionnaire. I 
hope that with your cooperation they will be able to complete their 
research which we, in turn, hope to use to improve our service to you. 
Sincerely yours, 
LOUISE HOME 
Guy Hancock 
Director 
GH/jj 
PI I V ATE C H IL D • C A I E AGENCY AND 8 ENE Fie I A I Y Of OREGON UN IT E D A P P t; A L 
255-4205 
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January 25, 1974 
Enclosed you will find the attitudinal questionnaires concerning 
the.Louise Home for Girls' about which I contacted you. I appre­
ciatevery much your willingness.to administer and return these 
questionnaires to us. The questionnaires.themSelves gre self­
explanatory, and need only to be handed out and collected.' I hope 
our work will assist the Louise Home to improve their service to 
your ,agency. Please have the questionnaires back to us as soon 
as possible, or by February15th~ I have enclosed a postage paid 
envelope for this purpose. After February 22nd, I will be unable 
to accept any additional questionnaires due to our deadline for 
the analysis of the data. 
We very much want input from every county, and will be grateful 
if youretum your questionnaires as quickly as possible. If 
you have any questions, please call 233;"'8252, and ask for John 
.Adsit. Thank you. 
Sincerely, 
Wendy Bays John Adsit Ge~rg~ N:agel 
Portland State University 
School of Social Work 
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IOTAL SAMPLE TALLY SHEET FOR PART II OF ATTITUDINAL, SURVEY 
Strongly Agree Agree Neutral DiSatr~e Strongly DisagreeQ 1 ' 2 ' 3' 5 
1 1 (.97)* , 39 (37.S6} ,52(5Q.'4S} ,11(10~67} : 0 ·(O) , 
2: >' '4(3'. 13}" ,2Q:, (18~ 69)', :30(28'~O3}', 45(42.051 ' 8(1',,:47),' 
3' 6(5',,55}' ,,23, ,(21. 29)', ' '3S(3S',,'18) , 39(36.111' 2 (l,,'S5) 
,4 '-0 '. (O), 11 ' (10.'38) . , 63(59.43)' 32(20.19} , 0 (00) 
'5 . 4(3,,·77), . 52 ·(49.05} 43 (40.56) 6,(5',,66} 1 (.,94) 
6 1 (.95) 47 (44. 76), ,53(5Q.47} 4 (3'. SO} , 0 (0) , 
7 ' 2(1,,88) 15 (14~50) 39(36'.79} 48(4S.2S} 2 (l,.'SS) 
'8 1 (.92), 21 (19.44), 28(25~92} 44(40.74} 14(12.96} 
9 " 5(4,,80). ·34 (3'2'.69), 62(59.61} 3 (2".'88) 0 (O) 
10 ' 1 (.:94), ,II, (10.37)' , ,56(52.831 36(33.96} 2 (l.'S8) 
,II 6(5',,66} 62 (58.49} , 35(33.01} 3 (2",,83) 0 (O} , 
12 ' '4(3'" 92), .13, (12.74) 59(57.84) . 24(23.52} , 2 (1,,96) 
13 ' 3(2'.. S8} , 40(3S'.46} , 49(47. II} 10(10~40} , 2, (1. 92), 
14 . 0' (0) 2 (.1',,94)', ' .55(53.39)', 42(40.77)' 4 (3.'88) , 
.15 7 (6',,'60) , ' 31(29'.24) , 24(22.64) , 42 (39'.62) , 2 (1'-88) 
16 1 (.,97) . , 45(43~6S) , 51(49.51} 5 (4'.. 85) 1 (.97) 
,17 19(17• .75), 49(45.79) , 33(30.84} 6.(S,,60} 0 (0) 
'IS 1 (.,97) , 26(2S~ 24} . 76(73.78} 0 '(0), 0 (O} 
19 ' . 18(16. 51} 69(63.30) 16(14.68} 5 (4',,59) 1 ' (.92). 
20. , 2 (1,,'98) 22(21.78) 61(60.39) 9 (S,,91) 7 (6',,93) 
, ,21 	 1 (.9S) , 3 (2'" 94) 60(58. SO} 28(27.45) 10 (9,,80) , 
22 2, (1,,94) 44(42.71) , 51(49.51) 6,(S'.S2}: 0 (0) 
23, 16 (14 .. 95) , 49(45.79), 41(3fr.31} 1 (.93) , 0 (01, 
24, , 2 (1,,92), 'a (O) , ' '66 (63 .46) ,31(29.80} , ,5 ,(4.80) 
,25 1 (.91) , 4 (J',,66} ,17(.-15.59)'.. 73(66.97} 14, (12.S4) 
26 1 (.90) , 6.(S',45} la' (2',,09}, ' 5903.63) " ·34(30.'90), ' 
27: " 2 (l,.'S6) 11(10~2S} , ,12t11~ ?1} , , ,53(49 •.53}, 29(27.10} , 
,28 ' ,5' ;(4';80) ,44(47.30) '50(48~O7} 4' (3",,84) , 1 (.96) 
* 	 (%) 
